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Trustees name Lennon president

Board decision unanimous
by Jim Hennesey
staff writer

Max Lennon was named the
University's president at a
Board of Trustees meeting Monday
in the Alumni Center.
Lennon was chosen by a unanimous vote at a Board meeting
earlier that morning, said chairman Louis P. Batson. Lennon
said that he hopes to be in office
by early 1986.
Lennon, a 45-year-old vice
president for agricultural administration at Ohio State University, was chosen from four
finalists, Batson said. He added
that the selection process had
begun with about 200 candidates
and then went down to the four
finalists.
"You have the unwavering
support of the entire Board of
Trustees to carry out your duties
as president of this great University," Batson said as he introduced the new president. "We
will stick to our role as maker of
policy, and we want you to carry
out our policies without any interference from us."
Lennon, 45, was accompanied by
his wife, Ruth. "I am extremely
delighted to be chosen as the
Bryan Fortune/head photographer
leader of this great institution," he
Max
Lennon
addresses conNewly-appointed President
said. "We're at an extremely im- ference.
portant time in our lives, not
because of circumstances but the University and what we can strong athletics.,"
because of where we are in history. accomplish in that arena."
I Interim President Walter cox
We need Jand-grant institutions in
Addressing the athletic scan- had nothing but enthusiasm for
a way that is almost unique ... so dals that plagued the previous the appointment. "I am very exwe can continue to be competitive administration, Lennon said, "I cited about Max. The choice
in a world market."
talked at length with the board gives the University a lot of good
"We at Clemson University about athletics. We looked hard momentum, and also it gives us a
must make our own priorities to at our strengths and at our weak- once-again unified voice," he
lead us into the twenty-first cen- nesses. I am proud of the said. "We have seeded the
tury," he continued. "We must academic community and of our ground and are now headed for a
begin by making ourselves visi- athletic community. I can't em- bountiful harvest."
When asked about his status
ble in the state. Then we must phasize more that a strong
focus on the global perspective of academic program will allow for See Lennon, page 8

Related Stories
Lennon a right step, see page 4
Student committee voted for Lennon,
see page 4
Ohio State officials give opinions,
see page 16
Ruth Lennon comments, see page 16
Lennon interview, see page 17
Nine presidents before Lennon, see page 16

Students, faculty react
to choice of president
by Kim Norton
assistant news editor

"Max Lennon is exactly what
we need right now," said Student
Body President Matt Locke
Monday.
Lennon was formally announced
as University president by
Louis Batson, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, at a press conference Monday at the University Alumni Center.
Locke and other University administrators and students expressed their satisfaction with
the board's selection of Lennon.
"Lennon has a lot of motivation
and wants to be visible on campus," said Locke, who also presented Lennon with a pair of
orange shoes as a way of welcoming him into the "Clemson
family."
Locke, along with other students, administrators, trustees,
and faculty, served as a member
of the Presidential Selection
Committee which interviewed
the final candidates and reviewed
their applications in order to
determine the best qualified for

the position.
Larry Bauer, Faculty Senate,
president, is lookng toward the
future of the University with optimism. "All of the final candidates were good," Bauer said.
"I think that Dr. Lennon is really
going to take the faculty into
consideration when making
decisions."
Benton Box, dean of the University's College of Forest and
Recreation Resources and one of
the final four presidential candidates, said Lennon was a "very
qualified gentleman who will do
much to advance Clemson. I'm
going to give Dr. Lennon my full
support. I'm sure there will be no
problems between us."
Walter Cox, University interim
president, said that Lennon is
dynamic and shows a great deal
of momentum and leadership
ability. "Lennon has a great deal
of enthusiasm for the future,"
Cox said.
"All of the candidates were
good, however. We would have
been fortunate to have any of
them," he said.
See Reaction, page 9

Barnette files grievances Annual homecoming festivities end
Former Vice President for
Business and Finance Melvin
Barnette this week initiated a
formal grievance against the
University. Barnette is protesting that his dismissal from
the University was an attempt to
make him the "scapegoat" of
recent problems the University
has experienced.
•
State procedures mandate that
the school reply to his charges
within 45 days. According to
policy adopted by the University, Interim Prsident Walter
Cox will decide whether a committee should be formed to further study the claims.
Although Cox refused to comment on Barnette's charges, he
did say at 'a press conference
Monday that a replacement for
Barnette will be named under the

administration of Max Lennon,
who was named University president at the conference. Presently,
Provost David Maxwell is charged
with the responsibility of vice
president of business and
finance.
Barnette had come under fire
during the Atchley administration, when he allegedly created a
month-long hiatus in a prescription drug probe.
Barnette says he was asked to
resign July 29 because Cox said a
"perception that some executive
officers had lost credibility"
existed.
Repeated requests for a written explanation for his dismissal
were unanswered by University
officials while he was on sick
leave. Barnette said.

by James Hennessey
and Matt DeBord
staff writers
Under a star-filled sky,
Homecoming 1985 began with
the 29th annual Tigerama, sponsored by WSBF Radio and Blue
Key Honor Society. The evening
was highlighted by the crowning
of Jennifer Jill Bussey as 1985
Clemson Homecoming Queen.
Bussey, a senior sponsored by
Delta Delta Delta sorority, was
Jennifer Bussey
crowned by Student Body President Matt Locke, Interim Uni- show enthusiasm for this great
versity President Walter Cox. university ."
The Queen's Court included;
and 1984 Homecoming Queen
First runner-up Christy Michele
Kim Dooley.
"I was very surprised," said Parker; second runner-up Julia
Bussey. "I think my role as Garrison Barton; and third
homecoming queen will be to runner-up Elizabeth Barret
project a respectable image of Woodward. The queen and her
Clemson University. I must court paraded around the field in

Memorial Stadium on a float
build by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity at halftime of the
Virginia football game.
Another highlight of Tigerama
is the yearly skit competition.
This year's six finalists competed before more than 35,000
spectators on the evening's
theme of 'Cinema Clemson.' The
winners were Chi Omega sorority
for "Tigers Are Forever."
Second place went to the
brothers of Chi Psi for "The
Wizard of Paws," and third prize
was awarded to Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity for "Raiders of the
Lost Rock."
The evening was concluded in
sparkling fashion with a grand
fireworks display, reported to be
one of South Carolina's largest.
Chi Psi fraternity won the first
See Homecoming, page 12
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Dorm visitation, escort policy spark controversy
by Kim Norton
assistant news editor
Members of the Student Senate Housing Committee and the housing department met in an informal meeting on
Wednesday to discuss possible changes
on campus, including visitation hours and
escort rules.
The feasibility of extending visitation
hours in both male and female dorms from
12 a.m. to 1 a.m. on weeknights (Sunday
through Thursday) and from 2 a.m. to
4 a.m. during the weekend was discussed.
This proposal was met by the housing
department with concern for the students
who would not be in favor of the idea as
well as possible parental objections.
Director of Housing Almeda Rogers
said that legally the University could not
implement such a change until the
1987-88 school year. "Housing contracts
have already been sent to the incoming
freshmen for the 1986-87 school year,"
Rogers said. "In that contract, visitation
hours are outlined. Once the contract is
signed and sent back to us, we do not
have the authority to make changes
unless they are notified and understand
the changes."
The Housing Committee makes the contention that many male and female
students study together and often continue studying after 12 a.m. The library
does not allow much conversation, thus
studying in dorm rooms is more logical.
However, the 12 a.m. departure time for

opposite sex visitors makes it difficult to
study together.
The extension of weekend hours from
2 a.m. to 4 a.m. was met with more adversity by the housing department than the
weeknight proposal. Accordng to Rogers,
4 a.m. may be too extreme for some
parents and administrators. "Some
parents already complain about the 2 a.m.
deadline being too liberal," Rogers said.
"Visitation hours here are conservative
compared to some schools and liberal
compared to others. It just depends on
which school you look at."
Some committee members think that
the rights of the majority are what should
be considered when studying the proposal
to extend visitation hours. According to
the committee, an overwhelming majority
of students questioned agree with the
changes.
Other ideas concerning visitation hours
included dorms setting their own hour
and 24-hour-a-day visitation. Neither idea
was well received by the housing department, but no definite decisions have been
made.
The Housing Committee may conduct
student survey during dinner hours at
Harcombe and Schilletter Dining Halls in
the near future. Students will be asked to
answer questions to help the committee
and the housing department decide what
the majority of students want.
The escort policy which is the same in
male and female dorms, has not been enforced by resident assistants and dorm,

supervisors in male dorms. Because of
this, many students are not aware of the
policy.
The student Housing Committee proposed
that the policy be discontinued since it is
not enforced. Rogers said that this idea
has been proposed in past years but it has
not been abolished for several reasons.
Although the escort policy is not
stringently enforced, it does provide
limits as to legal liability if a problem
arises from a girl walking by herself. "The
main reason for this policy is for the protection of the girls," Rogers said.
Other issues such as elevators, cable
television, overcrowding of housing, and
kitchen areas in the fraternity dorms were
discussed.
Many complaints arose from the student housing committee about elevators
on campus. Questions were raised
concerning elevator repairs and
breakdowns. The Physical Plant is
responsible for repairs and maintenance
of elevators, and the extended periods of
time in which elevators are broken are
usually because parts are often delivered
weeks after being ordered, Rogers said.
It has been rumored that cable television will be available in Johnstone and the
fraternity dorms in the near future.
Rogers said that cable television has been
discussed in the past. The committee
formed specifically to look into the
feasibility of cable has not met in over a
year.

"I haven't heard about a cable telveision system being installed," Rogers said.
"The first time we looked into prices was
1978. It was going to cost us $750,000
then just to install cable in the lounges,
let alone in all the dorms."
Rogers said that she would look into reorganizing the committee which investigated the possibility of cable in past
years.
The fact that some students still live in
utility and study rooms is something that
the housing committee discussed at the
meeting. Rogers stressed that students
were not in hazardous fire situation by living in these rooms because of the housing
shortage.
Since on-campus housing will always be
in demand, Rogers hopes that shortage
will be alleviated by off-campus housing
opportunites. "We're hoping to move
some people out of the study and utility
rooms as early as next semester," Rogers
said.
Kitchens in the fraternity dorms is
another project which has been investigated before but has not yet become a
reality. According to Rogers, the addition
of kitchens would mean taking away some
bedroom space. "But if they really want
kitchens, we can look into it again.
Many of the ideas and projects which
the housing committee suggested will be
investigated by the housing department.
Rogers said, "All we're looking for from
the students is their support and ideas."

Midterms cause
students anxiety
Alone, the two seem perfectly innocuous. But put
"mid" and "term" together, and you have created a
monster. The monster that haunts literally thousands of
poor, innocent college students has arisen again.

ON THE LINE

vlneeta Ambasht
News Editor
I mean, what have we done to deserve this torture?
Night after sleepless night of worrying over (but not
necessarily studying for) tests leaves us with bags under
bur eyes so big that our heads naturally droop while we
walk.
Those are the days you wish you had a bag to cover
your face with because you know you are one fine
specimen of she's-got-a-real-good-personality, though.
I ask again, what have we done to deserve this torture?
Nothing. Absolutely nothing, Yes, that's the same
nothing that answers the question "what have I done to
deservu this generic mail?"
And the truly frightening aspect of it all is that not
only do you know that you've done nothing at all this
semester, but that your parents will soon arrive at the
same conclusion.
Midterm grade reports are being mailed out today.
(As if this bit of trivia weren't already engrained in your
brain). And next week, when your parents receive your
report, they'll have a vague idea of just how you ve oeen
spending your time.
This is where your creativity skills come in. Will your
parents really read that tiny legend that says E stands for
excellent, S is for satisfactory, and U stands for unsatisfactory?
Or will they, like so many others, look to you for an explanation of the symbols? If so, they your're still safe. I'm
not worrying about telling them what E stands for. Those
will be foreign creatures on this midterm. I doubt they
will venture out of that legend in the corner.
You can tell your parents that S stands for a number
of things. Remember when you were in elementary school
and the teacher would give you an S for "super" work?
Well, maybe your parents will buy that one.
"Sensational," "superior," and "spectacular" are also
possibilities.
Then comes the task of explaining the U. You might
be able to tell them that U really stands for unbelievable,
unparalleled achievement, or just university student.
I wonder if we have to get these reports signed by our
parents and whether we turn them in to our professors or
to our advisors. In the third grade, it was so easy; all I had
to do was turn the report card back to my homeroom
teacher (who was all the teachers combined.)
Now that we're in college, I just don't know.
Maybe since we're such big-time adults now, we can
sign it ourselves.
I still wish I had a homeroom teacher; it would make
it so much easier.

On display
After hours of work, night and day,
fraternities and other organizations turned
tissue paper and chicken wire into a sea of
color. Tigers were seen on campus carrying
machine guns, sitting on cans, traveling
through time, and navigating ships through
treacherous waters.
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Senate debates name change
by James Hennessey
staff writer
The fifth session of Student
Senate was highlighted by an
hour-and-a-half debate over an
organizational name change. The
change will allow the Clemson
University Alliance For Peace to
henceforth be recognized as
Clemson University Students
For Social Concern.

Student Senate
"The new name is a misrepresentation of the organization," said Carrie Hilborn of the
Organizational Affairs Committee. "The group did not show
definite policy in our meetings
with them," she said. "There is no
organizational structure, only a
common concern for peace."
"We made the change because
we did not want to ignore the
issues of human importance,"
said Susan Cooper, the club's
president. "We want to act only
as an informational group on
human concerns."
The major concern of the
senate was the organization's
constitution. No amendment had
been made calling for the name
change or the changing of the
group's objectives to encompass
all issues of concern.

The senate retreated into ex- tee presented a resolution on the
ecutive session, clearing the operating hours of the post ofchambers of all non-senators for fice. The motion would allow acalmost 45 minutes. During this cess to post office boxes until
time, the members of the midnight daily. Access is
organization, in a regularly presently given daily until 9 p.m.
scheduled meeting for 9 p.m. This action would not allow acamended their constitution to cess to the service desk after the
present 3:30 p.m. closing time.
meet the senate's requirements.
The Academic Affairs CommitThus, the senate, resuming
open session, accepted the tee placed its resolution to retain
group's name change by a majority the Russian program as a part of
the curricula of the University
vote.
In other organizational ac- The program includes five
tions, the senate recognized courses; however, it will not be
Sigma Tau Delta as an English offered as a major or a minor.
honor society by acclamation. The motion passed the senate by
The group, whose purpose is to acclamation.
The session was ended by a
promote the love of literature, requires all members to have com- comment from Student Body
pleted six hours of English with a Vice President Dent Adams comminimum 3.0 GPR.
mending Senate President Fred
Housing Committee chairper- Richey for his outstanding work.
son Scott Kerr reported to the "Fred did a real great job under
senate that his committee has very trying and complicated cirbeen investigating the current cumstances tonight-we all
wave of tampering with fire should be proud of him," Adams
alarms in Johnstone Hall. Eighty said.
His comment referred to the
percent of alarms pulled on campus originate from Johnstone, numerous technicalities and acKerr said. "It costs more than tions by the senate that night on
$150 for the fire department to' the debate over Students For
respond to a false alarm. This Social Concern. "The oftenpast weekend there were three heated debate and then the exalarms in Johnstone D-section ecutive session would place a lot
of pressure on anyone; Fred was#
alone," he said.
The General Affairs Commit- great," Adams concluded.

Police seek armed robbery suspect
by Carolyn Silliman
staff writer
Two students were the victims
of an armed robbery which occured Saturday night in the parking lot beside Tillman Hall.

Police Beat
A black male approached the
students, Michael Earl McWharter
and Robert Raymond Heath, II,
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and forced them to hand over
their wallets. The man, who has
not yet been identified, then fled
from the scene.
Acccording to Police Department Investigator Thea McCrary,
the two students were intoxicated at the time of the robbery
and do not know how much
money was stolen.
Steven Lawrence Weldon and
Earnest Leland Smith, Jr. were
arrested at Littlejohn Coliseum

during the Sting concert. They
were charged with illegal possession of alcohol.
Also arrested Saturday were
Bruce Wayne Derrick, Dale
Martin Dove, and Chris Caleb
Lowe for possession of liquor at
the stadium.
Philip Joram was apprehended
for disorderly conduct at the
Clemson-Virginia game. Joel
Wayne Black was also arrested
for disorderly conduct Saturday

Speaking Out
by Tim Crawford
staff writer

o

^-^uestion: Do you agree with the actions that the United States
took in dealing with the terrorists who hijacked the Achille Lauro'i

"I believe the United States was too
kind to the terrorists. The only way to
end any hostage situation is to put the
terrorists in a no win situationV
Robert Delgado

"I think the United States reacted in a
just manner. If we had taken any
stronger action, it might have caused
worse problems, but if we hadn't reacted
at all, we would have been letting
murderers go scott-free."
Simons Ann Bryan

"The United States should have
handled the situation more diplomatically
while the terrorists were still in
Egypt and then extradited them to Sicily
or wherever. With all the controversy
going on in the Middle East right now,
we need to set an example that is not so
radical."
Mike McMahon

"I agree with President Reagan's actions 100 percent. Its' about time we did
something about all the terrorist actions
against U.S. citizens."
Libby Beckham

Be Alive As A Leader
Attend the
Student Leadership
Conference
October 30, 1985
7:00 PM
Call 2153 for more information

Sponsored by Office of Student Life
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Lennon good choice
University students old and new were there to welcome
the new president. Former President Robert C. Edwards, a
1933 graduate, and Wright Bryan, author of Clemson: An
Informal History of the University, a 1926 graduate, were
among those who welcomed Max Lennon to his new post as
president of the University.
The lobby of the Alumni Center was, in fact, filled with
student, faculty, alumni, and the media—all eager to see
who would be Clemson's 10th president.
After a five-month-long selection process, Lennon
became the unanimous choice of the Board of Trustees.
This selection process involved more than just the Board,
though. The students, faculty, and alumni were all a part.
That Lennon has the support of all these groups should
make him feel comfortable coming into the job.
He was chosen over more than 200 other candidates for
the job. And not without good reasons.
Lennon's background speaks for itself. Since obtaining
his doctorate in animal science in 1970, he has been a
professor, a department chairman, an associate dean and
director of research, all at Texas Tech University.
He went to the University of Missouri in 1980 where
he was chairperson of the department of animal husbandry
and dean of the College of Agriculture. He left Missouri in
1983 to go to Ohio State University where he is vice
president for agricultural administration and executive
dean for agriculture.
Lennon's dedication to academics is obvious.
The fact that he comes from an agricultural
background is also a notable plus. He stressed in his
introductory remarks the importance of the land-grant
schools in the future. He knows the specified role of the
University and seems determined to meet that role.
That Lennon is 45 years old is an advantage that
should not go unnoticed. One of the largest parts of any
college president's job is dealing with the students. His age
should provide a distinct advantage in communicating with
students.
Lennon is also a good communicator. One member of the
press asked him if he would return for the groundbreaking
ceremonies of the Strom Thurmond Institute. He replied wittily,
"I would certainly like to—if I receive an invitation."
Clemson is lucky to get a man like Max Lennon. He
said that he has been nominated for the presidencies of
colleges about every two months. That his leadership is in
such demand is a promising attribute.
The University has taken a step in the right direction
—a step away from controversy and one towards a positive
ifuture. The choice of Max Lennon is that step.
,
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Students vote for Lennon
I had the privilege and
honor of being on the
student presidential
screening committee. It
certainly was one of the
more interesting things I
had ever done.
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Editor in Chief
Eight other students and I
had the chance to meet, talk
to, and evaluate all four of
the final presidential
candidates. After seeing all
four, we voted overwhelmingly to recommend
Max Lennon to the Board
of Trustees as the new
president.
The process for selecting a
new president was certainly
a secretive one. Two-hundred
applicants were reduced to
50, then 12, and finally four.
While many people participated in the process, only a
couple of names of possible
candidates were ever leaked
out.
We started our interviewing about two weeks
before the president was
named. Great precautions
were taken to ensure that
the interviews with the
trustees, faculty, and our
group were secret from the
press and the public. The
different screening
committees moved from

place to place; the candidates
moved to different
locations—it almost seemed
like something out of a spy
movie.
In Hotel X and Hotel Y
we met different candidates
in corner rooms on top floors
or meeting rooms on ground
floors. We would go to the
place at the right time, and
the candidate would be
waiting.
We met Dr. Lennon on our
second and last day of
interviewing. Broad
shoulders, maybe slightly
above average height, a
three-piece suit, Lennon
appeared to be the agressive,
young manager he turned
out to be.
He had many characteristics that seemed to come
out in the interview. Lennon
seems to be an excellent
salesman. He convinced me
about some of his
ideas—some things I had
never really thought about.
Lennon said that the
University must teach its
students how to think. The
University must also teach
its graduates qualities like
leadership and citizenship—
"fundamental qualities that
a graduate must have."
Lennon challenged the
student leaders in our group
with the question, "Are you
ready?" He said this is time
for a commitment from
students and faculty to
make Clemson the best it

can be. "Clemson has several
programs that are well
known," he said. "We must
have more."
Lennon said that the
students should be on top of
current issues and have more
of a "global perspective." He
said that he wants to have a
larger number of
international figures come to
Clemson. "It won't mean
anything, though, if Henry
Kissinger comes to speak
and nobody shows up," he
said. "It's up to the
students."
At the press conference
Monday, Lennon spoke
mostly about concepts and
ideas. During our screening
committee interview, he did
this, but he also had more
specifics.
One plan Lennon has is for
a peer review system. He
says that he would bring in
the best people in their
respective fields to come to
Clemson and evaluate the
programs.
The other three candidates
were also very good, but
some had ideas that
bothered some in the group.
One spoke in very general
terms, no specifics. Another
would probably be a great
president at a large school,
but he seemed to care
nothing about tradition. As
one person in our group said
with a laugh, "He'd
probably put a parking
garage on Bowman Field."
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Guest commentary

'To drink or not to drink* is the question
by Kirk Brague
associate dean of
student life.
If William Shakespeare were
alive today, he might look at
the collegiate social scene and
proclaim, "To drink or not to
drink, that is the question."
What Shakespeare would find
on center stage at many U.S.
colleges and universities would
be frequent keg parties, underaged student drinking, alcoholinduced vandalism and mischief,
and benign neglect of all this by
administrators, faculty members,
and law enforcement officials.
To stage left he would see entrenched student drinking
norms, fraternity, "blow-outs,"
and students failing the rigors of
academic life because of alcohol
and drug abuse. To the right he
would see entrenched adult
drinking norms, tailgate revelries, DUI accidents, and a cocktail party for every occasion.
Only if he looked backstage,
beyond the floodlights, would
he see most students making
responsible choices about
alcohol use and most administrators and faculty members
making honest efforts to curb
alcohol abuse.

Alcohol abuse is not new, and
neither are the problems it
causes on college campuses.
What has changed in recent
times is society's willingness to
put up with the excesses of
alcohol abuse.
The Animal House portrayal
of irresponsible, outrageous student drinking behavior, while
far from the norm, does have
some foundation in the traditions of collegiate social life
centered around a beer mug.
In the past, many higher
education institutions tolerated,
if not condoned, drinking as
something that "college
students are just going to do."
This tolerance often mirrored
the attitude of the community
surrounding the campus.
Now, however, because of the
tremendous costs of substance
abuse, there is a strong societal
shift away from such tolerance,
prompting college administrators to adopt a tougher stance
on excessive alcohol use and
abuse.
Media examination of student
drinking, grassroots movements
such as Mothers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD) and Students
Against Drunk Driving (SADD),
and society's distaste for

substance addiction have
helped focus attention on campus drinking.
The highly emotional issue of
driving under the influence of
alcohol directly affects the traditional college age group as does
much of the legislation drafted
to combat drunk driving.
Further, the increasingly
litigious nature of people today
has forced college administrators and students to ponder the
legal consequences of quaffing
one too many.
Shakespeare's favorite bartender probably didn't worry
much about the intoxicated
patron wo stumbled out the
door. But society today places
a heavy burden of care on those
who sell or serve alcohol, including the fun-loving fraternity
president and the well-meaning
student activities director.
The effort to raise awareness
of substance abuse issues and
problems on the college campus
is not without its trials or its
rewards. Obstacles include a
social hypocrisy that condones
"legal drinking" based on an
arbitrary definition of "responsible" drinking and condemns
"illegal drinking" regardless of
responsibility.

Another obstacle is the insible choice about alcohol use.
ability, or unwillingness, of
Sometimes the results are more
"adult" society to prove by
dramatic, particularly when a
example that conviviality, social pattern of abuse is broken or
interchange, and "good times"
when the attitudes and behavior
are possible without the "social of an entire group are positively
lubricant" called alcohol.
altered.
Adults are role models for
Sometimes the rewards are
young people. We can expect
very tangible: a decrease in vancollege students to adopt adult
dalism, a lower attrition rate, or
drinking attitudes and behavior. fewer student arrests and disciAs long as youth are bomplinary actions.
barded by media messages that
The benefits more than
justify the effort required to
extol the virtues of alcohol, the
mental equation C2H6OH
develop a responsible approach
to the use of, or abstinence
(alcohol) = FUN (peer acceptance, loss of inhibition, loss of
from, alcohol. This is why it is
pain, loss of responsibility, etc.) imperative for college adwill prevail.
ministrators, faculty members
and students to look at alcoholIf we are willing to tolerate
faculty and staff drinking at
related issues within the camUniversity functions and VIP
pus environment.
entertainment that includes
Oct. 21-27 is "National Colalcoholic refreshments, then we
legiate Alcohol Awareness
should be fair and reasonable
Week," a time for college comenough to understand the drink- munities around the country to
ing attitudes and behavior of
discuss the drug, alcohol, and its
impressionable college students. effects on campus and on society
Those of us who work at colbeyond the ivy towers.
leges and universities also know
Given the pervasiveness of
the rewards of educational and
drinking on most campuses, the
counseling effort.
theme for those discussions
Sometimes the reward is
might well should be: "How to
simply the satisfaction of helpdrink and how not to drink, pering one student make a responhaps that is the real question."

■Letters-

r

Senators should approach issues with open mind
I would like to express my
dissatisfaction with the
Organizational Affairs
Committee of the Student
Senate in their treatment of the
Students for Social Concern
name change resolution. As
chairperson of SSC, I was
contacted by the committee
chairperson and asked if I could
meet with the committee to
discuss the name change. I was
told that it was basically a
formality—that they just
wanted a brief explanation of
why we wanted our name
changed. Since I had prior
commitments, I asked if I could
send a friend in my place and
was told that would be fine.
When my friend went to this
meeting she was cross-examined
about SSC's ideology by
senators who seemed to have
already made up their minds
that our name change should
not be granted. One senator,
who led much of the
questioning and was strongly
opposed to us, was not even a
commitee member which is an
unprecedented and questionable
procedure.
Fortunately our resolution
passed in the Senate even

though the committee
unanimously decided not to
recommend it. I trust that the
committee chairperson did not
mislead us on purpose, but she
did not prepare us in the least
for what would occur.
I suggest that the members
on this committee and all
senators try to approach
matters with as much of an
open mind as possible. (I am not
saying that none of them do.
There are many bright and fair
students in the senate.) I also
suggest that non-committee
members who are obviously
very biased for or against a
group not be allowed to lead
questioning in committee
meetings. This will avoid biased
committee decisions which will
aid the senators in making fair
judgements.
Susan F. Cooper

Name change
causes trouble
This letter has two purposes.
One is to comment on the
actions of the Student Senate
regarding the name change of

STARDATE 2813.7... WE ARE OR8lTiNCf ZETA
PLElPES HI .EARLY TV. AND RADIO SlOrNALS
FRONV EARTH WAVE ONLY RECENTLY REACHED
THIS PLAN-ET...VME ARE CURIOUS TO SEE
IF THE INHABITANTS HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY
TO PICK OP THeSE SKTNAL.3... ANO IF THEIR
CULTURE- HAS BEEN AFFECTED.

C.U. Alliance for Peace (CUAP)
to Students for Social Concern
(SSC). The other is to comment
on SSC itself and hopefully
clear up the misunderstandings
that many people have.
CUAP was formed in
September of 1984. Initially we
concentrated mainly on the
nuclear arms issue. But at a
meeting last spring a
unanimous decision was made
to broaden our base to include
issues such as human, civil, and
women's rights and
environmental concerns. We
decided to rename ourselves
SSC to more accurately describe
our purpose. Our request for a
name change was sent to
Student Life who then
forwarded it to the Student
Senate.
One committee meeting and
well over an hour of the
senators' valuable time later the
resolution passed. SSC thanks
the senators who voted
favorably, especially those who
spoke out for us. Yet we really
should not have to thank
anyone. There was no reason for
so many obstacles to have been
placed in the way for such a
trivial transaction except,

perhaps, discrimination on the
basis of political beliefs. We feel
that the small group of senators
who opposed the resolution were
unfair to our group and to the
rest of the senate by stalling
proceedings as they did. Most
of their arguments were based
on our ideology which they
knew little about.
SSC is not a group of liberals
fighting against conservatives.
We are a group of students
fighting apathy and ignorance.
Our meetings are every Monday
night at 9 in the basement of
the Wesley Foundation (by the
Methodist Church). Please
judge us from what we are, not
what you think we might be.
Signed:
Vince Longo
Doug Scott
Donny Christy
Lisa Ellis
Jay Still
and 11 other students

below in its entirety. The Tiger
regrets its error.

I would like to take some time
to stress a few points to your
student readers. First, I 'd like
to point out that the stories
concerning the block seating
controversy, and especially the
cartoon were unusually biased.
My argument for continuing the
current allocations of block
seating concerns the services
that block seating participants
provide to the University and
the community.
How many students knew that
this year's First Friday Parade
was organized and mostly
funded by a block seat
participant? The Miss Magnolia
Pageant is also put on by an
organization given block seating.
What about the Student Senate,
should they not receive block
seating? These are just a few
examples of what University
recognized organizations do for
the University with no
compensation.
Many other activities are
performed for the community
which give Clemson some muchEditor's note: A part of this
letter was left out of last week's needed positive press. Some
paper. The letter is printed
See Letters, page 6
,

Participants
deserve seating
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get block seats should be
excluded!
examples of this are the
Another point that should
Superdance, the Diaper-run, and discourage the movement of the
the Tub-a-thon which are all to
block seats is that if this is
raise money for the Muscular
done it would destroy the whole
Dystrophy Association. Teeterpurpose behind block seating.
tottering for the Ronald
The juniors and seniors would
McDonald House, the Anchor
get their "good" tickets, which
Splash, and the football run are
would terminate the unity of
also performed for the good of
enjoying the game together.
the unfortunate.
These people work hard
The point I'm getting to is
together and therefore they
that football seats must be
should be able to enjoy the
given out on some priority
game together. One thing that
system. The students that
is overlooked is that these
donate time and money to aid
students honestly want to be
the University must be given
together. This is being
this priority. This is very much displayed by senior students
like the priority given to
who forego "C" section seats
IPTAY members. Of course,
and many times take "A"
those organizations which give
section seats in order to be with
nothing to the University and
companions.
are obviously formed only to
These students who work

hard for the University should
not lose their only momento of
appreciation. The juniors that
are complaining about poor
seats should give a little of
.themselves to the University
before they expect to be given
special consideration.
Those organizations that are
formed for the sole purpose of
obtaining block seats should
also not expect to get special
considerations. With the
exceptions of a few minor
changes, the current allocation
of tickets should be maintained!

mensely, and my hat is off to the
committee in charge of campus
speakers. They showed a great
deal of open-mindedness in entertaining such a breadth of opinion
on the Clemson campus.
It should be obvious that
every campus is not so fortunate.
Brian Graham
Columbia

Spirit displays
'unbelievable*

C. D. Davies
StOrV ShOWS
• j j

Please consider this as a
sincere salute to the inspiring
spirit of Tigerland! I have been

I enjoyed your John Stockwell
story in your Sept. 27 issue im-

weeks and l am

shows

bination of the spirit of the
teams, the student body, the
alumni, and the community is
unbelievable.
Tigerama, the displays, and
the game on Oct. 12 proved the
point. The soccer game on Sunday was a great finale for the
weekend. It was great to see no
indication of negativism floating
around—there was a positive
approach to "For Clemson, I
will!"
Thanks for a pleasant visit as
I return to Texas Longhorn
country where I have been a
devoted fan since the 1920's.

Open-IIlinaedneSS visiting in Clemson for three
hooked

on

"
"
the realization that the com-

Mrs. Joe Ward, Sr.
San Antonio, Texas

Letters
policy
The Tiger welcomes letters
and guest commentaries
from its readers on all
subjects. Letters and guest
commentaries should be
typed double-spaced on a
65-character line.
The editor in chief reserves
the right to edit letters and
guest commentaries for style
and space. Also, letters
which are potentially libelous
or in poor taste will be
withheld if the editorial
board deems it appropriate.
Each letter and
commentary must include
the signature and address of
its author. However, names
may be withheld from letters
in the newspaper at the
request of the author and at
the discretion of the editorial
board. A commentary must
include the name of the
author, and names will not
be withheld from the
newspaper on any
commentaries.
Commentaries do not have
a limit in length. However,
letters must not exceed 250
words.
A file of letters is
maintained by the editor in
chief should questions arise.
Please send letters and
commentaries to the
attention of the editor in
chief, The Tiger, Box 2097
University Station, Clemson,
S.C. 29632-2097, or bring
them by the offices at room
906 of the Student Union.

The Tiger

FREE
October 14—October 27

Official Electric Green
ITZA Schwinn Win Cycling Cap
With Any Size ITZA Pizza
See your ITZA Pizza cashier.

advertising
OFFICIAL

deadline
Mondays

Entry Blank
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Residence.

at 6 p.m.

Telephone.
Student I.D./Social Security #.

WIN
A 1985 1-Speed
Schwinn Traveler Bicycle
Fill in entry form below and place in specially-marked
boxes at cashier stations.
Entry forms also available at, cashier stations.
*
3 winners drawn on October 28, 1985
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Convenience,not parking, causes problems
by John Padgett
copy editor
Bill Pace has been director of parking and traffic since
the 1982-83 school year and has an office located in the
University Police Station.

QAA
Before becoming director of parking and traffic, Pace
held the title of assistant dean of student affairs.
—What is the most common traffic problem on campus today?
Inadequate spaces near buildings people want to go
to—I guess finding convenient parking spaces. It's a
problem in that people can't find space near the building
that they're trying to get to, whether it's faculty,
students, or staff. There are just so many spaces around a
particular building, and that seems to be the problem.
—Are there any plans that are underway or soon will
be underway to help remedy any of this?
There are no plans right now to put in more spaces
because there is no more space around the buildings in the
center of campus to build any more parking spaces. So
any parking spaces or any parking lots that are going to
be built are going to be farther away. And that's the problem: that folks can't find enough parking spaces near the
buildings that they want to go to.
—What exactly does your job as director of parking
and traffic entail?
Well, as it implies, I supervise the office of parking
and vehicle registration, and our responsibility is to issue
decals to faculty, staff, students, and visitor parking permits.
In addition to issuing decals, of course there is a certain
amount of money involved in selling the decals which has
to be deposited into a general University fund.
All the parking tickets that are written come to our office and we keypunch them into the system, maintain the
liilg 95 them, and collect the parking fines. Or, if the
tickets are appealed and are voided, then we keep the
records on that.
So record keeping, in addition to selling the decals,
collecting parking fines, and getting the money in the accounts is our duty, plus answering millions of questions
about parking, dealing with visitors, and that kind of
thing.
In addition to that, I chair the University Traffic and
Parking Committee, which is an advisory committee to
the president. That committee receives complaints and
suggestions for change to the parking code or the parking
lots or that kind of thing; we investigate, study their complaints or suggestions, and make recommendations for
change if we feel it's wanted. But again, it's an advisory
committee—we don't make policy. Policy is made by the
administration and must be approved through the president's cabinet.
—What special traffic and parking problems do football weekends create for the University?
Well, it brings so many visitors to campus. The first
problem, of course, that everybody sees is that there are
certain parking areas on campus students have to move
from to other areas. That's a problem for the students
who have to move because they have to remember to
move their cars. Space is provided for them to move to,
but the problem is that they have to remember to move
their cars.
Then just the additional vehicles on campus cause a
parking problem because they begin to come in on Friday
and, of course, take up space that faculty and students
need, particularly for Friday. It certainly increases the
congestion of traffic flow, but that's only six weekends a
year.

—When construction for the Strom Thurmond Center
begins, a commuter lot next to Lowry Hall will be closed.
Are there any plans to replace that lot?
Well, there are two lots on the drawing board. The information that I get is that one of the lots will be built
just west of the present C-5 lot which is located behind
Lee Hall. The other one is going to be south of the present
C-2 parking lot south of Cherry Street.
Those are the two locations that I've heard, and they
will accommodate more than we're going to lose from the
C-3 lot when it's gone. We're talking in the neighborhood
of 800 spaces between th§ two lots, and we're going to lose
about 425. The one problem is, again, that they're going
to be farther away than the one C-3 lot that is going to be
lost.
This is the first real commuter lot that we've lost. We
lost a couple of small employee lots because of the
building of the (new) chemistry building, but we were able
to rearrange a parking lot—redesign the lot west of Sirrine
Hall, plus create a few spaces behind Lee Hall to offset the
loss of those two lots.
—Is parking a major problem on campus right now?
I'm not sure you could call it a major problem. I go
back to my earlier statement that convenient parking is a
problem. Parking is perceived as a problem, but when I
get telephone calls that say there is no place to park, I can
go out and find places for folks to park. It's just not as
convenient as they would like to have it.
We are creatures of habit—we're accustomed to going
to particular places to park. And we're also accustomed to
not coming till the last minute. We come in and that place
we normally park is full, so we park in the first hole we can
find, whether it's legal or illegal, and don't take the time
to go to another area to park. Convenient parking, however, is certainly a problem.
—Lately many students have been complaining about
a lack of parking at Clemson House and Thornhill Village.
Are there any plans to increase the parking in those
areas?
I think we've done all that we can do at Clemson
House. This summer, that street was repaved and all the
spaces were re-marked at a uniform width of eight feet six
inches. That's as narrow as we can make them. Now they
were not uniformly marked prior to that time—we had
some eight feet six, some were nine, some were even 10. So
we marked them uniformly at eight feet six inches and we
converted one section that had previously been for married students to Clemson House. There just is no more
space there for Clemson House students.
In Thornhill Village, there are some piecemeal things
that could be done. I think what probably is being
thought about is to increase the size of the R-l parking
lot, which is the big student lot on east campus.
Right now that lot will accommodate a little more
than a thousand cars. Perhaps it could be expanded from
the back and the overflow from the Calhoun
Courts/Thornhill Village area could park in that area.
That's not any more distance to walk than for the folks
who live in the high rise dormitories, for example. Right
now we've got more demand for parking in Thornhill
Village than we've got space for in that area.
In addition to all this, the Student Government has
agreed to allow the shuttle buses to go through the apartment areas and to Clemson House. The shuttle buses
operate Sunday through Thursday nights.

the penalty. The driver was in violation, whether it's a student, an employee, a visitor or whatever.
Of course there is an appeal procedure that both
students and employees have. They certainly have the
right to exercise that right. If the courts see fit, they certainly have the right to void a ticket. But for the most
part, I have to say that tickets are being written correctly
and legitimately.
Several weeks ago The Tiger received a letter from a
student who had parked against a yellow curb and had his
car towed away, a $30 offense, yet on the ticket there is a
space stating that parking against a yellow curb is a $10
offense. If this fair?
I'm not aware of this particular instance, but let's
take the Thornhill Village area. In that area, there are narrow streets—if cars are just parked on the curb, they're
blocking a lane of traffic. And the traffic code is specific—if the cars are impeding traffic, creating a
dangerous situtation, they are going to be towed.
Another example is the small parking area near Norris Hall. Seven is the maximum number of spaces the
engineers thought -were safe to put in that place. If those
spaces are full and you have somebody parked on the curb,
then you're impeding traffic flow into that little area. If
you had to get a fire truck or an ambulance in there, if
somebody fell, had a seizure of some kind, or got hurt,
with the spaces full and those cars parked on the curb, you
would be creating a hazard. They way I see it, that would
be the logic behind towing a car from a yellow curb.
Or there could be other reasons. Suppose someone is
blocking a dumpster. Well, you could say who cares if
you're blocking a dumpster at 2 o'clock in the morning.
But suppose someone drops something in there and sets
the dumpster on fire and you had to get a fire truck in
there with cars blocking the way. You couldn't get the fire
truck to it.
—Does the office of parking and vehicle registration
operate outside the police department?
Yes it does. It's a new department. It began July 1.
As director I report to the vice president for administration, which is Major Hugh Claussen. We're housed in the
police department, but we're a different department. We
also have no say in the enforcement of the traffic
code—that's entirely up to the police.
—If a student receives a ticket and he believes it is unfair, what should he do?
We have have the judiciary process that must be exercised within five working days of the day they receive the
ticket, meaning they must sign up for an appeal within
five working days. They will go before a three-person traffic review board who will consider their appeal and make a
decision.
If the board agrees with the student and can accept
the reason he gives for being where he parked, they have
the authority to void the ticket. Conversely, they have the
authority to affirm the ticket, saying the student has to
pay it. If that happens, the student has one more step in
the appeal process—he can appeal to the University
municipal judge who will review the traffic review board's
ruling and make his decision. That's it, unless the student
wants to take the case to civil court.
We encourage anybody who feels like they received an
unfair ticket to partake in the appeal process.

—Do you have anything you'd like to add?
—Where does the money from parking tickets go?
I 'd like to encourage students to brief themselves on
By law it is required to go into a general University
fund that supplements the state appropriations that the the traffic code, which is in the last section of the student
University receives. It doesn't go back to the state, but it Handbook, and do it at least o"ce a year because there is
does go into the general fund to be used by the University always some change in it from year to year.
Also, we would like for all students to have a parking
however it is needed.
map. They are available here, at the University Police Sta—Do you think too many traffic tickets are written tion, and we'd like for students to know about when they
today?
have to move their cars for home football games and home
I'll put it this way—99.9 percent of the tickets are basketball games. Students could do themselves a favor
legitimate, in that they should have been written as far as by just looking at the parking map.
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Americans, Britains debate situation in Nicaragua
by Bob Adams
managing editor
Two University debaters defeated the British National Debate Team Tuesday night in a
detate over United States' involvement in Nicaragua, according to the vote of the audience.
Debaters for the University
team were Scott Sprouse and
Larry Welborn. Sprouse, a senior
history and political science major,
is president pro tempore of the Student Senate and has been a member of the debate team for three
years. Welbom, also a senior
political science major, is president
of the Calhoun Forensic Society
and a student senator.
Michael Hall and David Lock
debated for the British. Hall is an
undergraduate of New College,
Oxford, and he is the Oxford
University debate champion.
Lock is a graduate of Jesus College at Cambridge and is an attorney in London.
Topic for the debate was

Scott Sprouse
"Resolved: That this House
[Brackett Auditorium audience]
condemns U.S. involvement in
Nicaragua." The audience in
Brackett Auditorium voted following the hour-long debate. A
majority supported the negative
argument presented by the University team.
Lock opened the debate with
the statement that the resolution
was a "very important question
for the whole world." He listed

three reasons for opposing armed
aggression—financial impracticality, government interference
in our lives, and the uncertainty
of an end to aggression.
After presenting evidence to
refute the fact that Nicaragua is
a communist threat to the U.S.,
he closed with the plea to not
make the Nicaraguan people
fight for their freedom again.
In the following negative construction, Sprouse said, "The
crisis in Nicaragua ... is a focal
point of a region-wide crisis that
threatens to engulf Central
America, the U.S., and the entire
Western hemisphere."
He proceeded to tell of the
Sandinista's political, economic,
and religious repression. In addition he said the Nicaraguans were
building the largest military
machine in Central America.
"Is it aggression to support
people fighting for freedom?" he
asked in his closing comments.
The second set of constructions
was given by Hall and Welborn.

small countries are turning into
another Cuba.
Welborn countered these arguments with statistics on the increase in military troop size.
"There was a military buildup of
over 200% in the first two years
following the overthrow of
Samoza's regime in 1979.
"This was not a defensive
move against the contras,"
Welborn said.
Welborn also compared the
other nations of Central America,
concluding that these were no
David Lock
military threat to Nicaragua.
Rebuttals were given by Lock
For the affirmative side, Hall
argued that Sprouse had used and Sprouse. Lock argued the
much misinformation and un- University team arguments
truth. He agreed there is military were based upon too many "what
buildup in the country, but the ifs," while Sprouse accused the
Sandinistas should not be ex- Britons of being ostriches "with
pected to ignore the millions of their heads buried in the sand."
After the vote by show of
dollars in aid the U.S. provides
hands, questions were taken
the contras.
Hall also accused the Univer- from the audience. The debate
sity team of suffering from was sponsored by the Calhoun
"Cuba psychosis." He described Forensic Society and the English
the ailment as thinking that all department.

Telephone bills delayed; directories available soon
by John Ramspott
staff writer
The first long-distance phone
bills of the semester began appearing in mailboxes Tuesday,
said Randall Davis of Communications Services.
"Everything is on schedule," he

Lennon——
continued from page one
with the University, Cox commented, "It has yet to be decided. I will remain as chief
operating officer until the new
president assumes his job, and
whatever I can do to help I will."
Batson declared that the long
selection process had "discovered
a man who knows what he wants."
"Max Lennon is a good planner, a deep thinker, and a man
ready for the challenge. He is
restless without being impatient,
and he has my unwaivering support as Clemson's new president,"
he said.
Lennon will replace former president Bill Atchley, who served for
six years. Atchley resigned at a
March trustee meeting effective
July 1 after a lengthy controversy
between him and the trustees.
The announcement of Lennon's
presidency ended a five-month
long search process which included
involvement of the Board, faculty,
alumni, and students.

Fall Break
en
(■Ml*

cto

said. The delay in getting out the
first bill was a result of entering
student names and addresses into
the new computer database.
Davis said that Communications Services allows time for address changes by students. All
future phone bills will be issued
monthly, he said.

Student telephone directories
were set for distribution this
week, he said. "Student directories are not late, they always
come out sometime in midOctober."
The creation of the computer
database certainly did not speed
things up, according to Davis. "I

think students will see about a tions Services office, located in
20 percent decrease in their bills the old police station behind
over the STAN system we had Johnstone, between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m.
last year," Davis said.
After filling out a card,
Students who do not have longdistance charge numbers yet can students should have an active
still get one. Students can go to number in about 24 hours, Davis
the front area of the Communica- said.

SIX
DELICIOUS REASONS
TO EAT AT MAZZIO'S
FREE DELIVERY
Seven days per week from 5 p.m. until closing time.
Phone: 654-9243

GREAT PIZZA
Our three pizza styles are Mazzio's "Original" crust,
pan pizza, and thin crust. All feature mountains
of fresh ingredients and real Mozzarella cheese.
REMEMBER, we make our dough from scratch,
twice per day!

THE MAZZIO'S FREE-FILL CUP
Buy an attractive Mazzio's Free-Fill Cup full of
your favorite soft drink and, for the next year,
we'll refill it FREE with any food purchase!

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
Monday through Friday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
you can get a mini pizza and salad or a sandwich
and salad for a special low price!

SUNDAY SPECIAL
Any Sunday, Mazzio's will provide FREE soft drinks
for everyone in your party with each dine-in order.
So stop by next Sunday. The drinks are on us!
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THE BEST ANY WAY YOU SLICE IT
251/253 Victoria Square
654-9243
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More than 2,560 needed to break record
by Matt DeBord
staff writer
A gigantic game of Twister
Blister will be played Nov. 1 to
raise money to fight Multiple
Sclerosis. Student government
hopes, in addition to raising a lot
of money, to break the current
Twister Blister world record.
Georgia Tech holds the record
with 2560 players.
Brooks Smith, Twister Blister
coordinator, would like to see the
Clemson effort turn out 2600 participants using all 800 mats
donated by Milton Bradley Co.

"The game will be played in
three-minute periods, with three
people to a mat," said Smith.
"Our emcee from WCKN-FM
radio will spin the spinner and
call out directions, and if anyone
touches or falls down, he or she
will be ejected from the game.
After three minutes, we will
regroup and make sure each mat
has three people on it.
"We will keep this up until
there are only three players out
of the originai 2600 left," he said.
The three remaining individuals
will compete for a first-place
prize of $500, a second-place

prize of $250 and a third-place
prize of $100.
"In addition to the individual
competition," Smith said, "there
will also be a group competition
based on percentage of organization turnout in three categories:
10-40 participants, 41-90 participants, and 91 and over participants. A first- and secondplace trophy will be presented to
the top two organizations in each
category."
There is a $5 registration fee to
play Twister Blister and anyone
can play. A t-shirt is included in
the registration fee and $1 from

Have you

each fee will be donated to finding a cure for Multiple Sclerosis.
The registration forms will also
have spaces for students to list
three organizations to which
they belong in order for Student
Government to determine organization representation.
Prospective Twister Blister
participants can register in front
of Harcombe and Schilletter dining halls from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. and
5-7 p.m. on Oct. 18, 23, 24, 25, 29,
30 and 31. Booths for group and
organization registration will be
located near the fraternity quad,
Barnett, and Smith halls.

hugged
your
roommate
today?
«*«<*»n»»«*»tt*»»tt»ss»a*

Student wins
$6,000 grant
A $10,000 graduate support
grant from the Eastman Kodak Co.
has been awarded to the mechanical engineering department at
the University in order to
establish a graduate fellowship.
Mark Pitman of Duncan, a
master's degree student in mechanical engineering, was chosen
by the department to receive this
fellowship. He received his
bachelor's degree here this May.
Pitman is a member of Pi Tau
Sigma, a mechanical engineering
honor society, Tau Beta Pi, a College of Engineering honor society,
and Phi Kappa Phi, a Universitywide honor society.
The grant provides Pitman
with a $6,000 stipend during the
1985-86 academic year. The remaining $4,000 is considered an
unrestricted gift to the mechanical engineering department.
The award was made on behalf of
Carolina Eastman and Tennessee
Eastman Co. of the Eastman
Chemicals Division, said R. K.
Winn, a manager of personnel
and wage and salary administration at Carolina Eastman in
Columbia.
"Our only stipulations were
that the student receiving the
fellowship be a U.S. citizen in the
final year of master's work in
mechanical engineering," Winn
said. "The purpose of the
Eastman Kodak Graduate Support Grant is to help universities
attract high potential students
into their graduate programs."

Reaction-—

continued from page one
As far as his future is concerned, Cox is undecided. "I
don't plan on retiring any time
soon," he said. "Unless of course,
I'm in the way," Cox said with a
chuckle.
Dean of the College of Commerce and Industry Ryan
Amacher considers Lennon a
very articulate person. "Lennon
seems to be very interested in
getting more funding for the
school," Amacher said. "I just
hope he gets here sooner than
later."
Lennon, who expects to take
over office soon after the beginning of next year, is considered a
"good planner and a deep
thinker" by Batson. Lennon won
the approval by the Board by a
unanimous vote Monday
morning.
Students on campus seem very
supportive of the decision. Marc
Ammen, a sophomore financial
management major, thinks that
the bringing in of "new blood"
from outside of the University is
a good idea. "Clemson needs a
well-rounded person who is interested in the betterment of all
departments," Ammen said.
Kim Radford, a sophomore
elementary education major also
thinks that it's a good idea to
bring in someone new who does
not have any ties with current
administrators. "With his strong
agricultural background, maybe
he can build that program back
up," Radford said.

^m
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Tbtally FREE Checking
for Tiger Students!
This fall, The First is offering a new
and exciting checking program. It's
just for students. And it's totally
FREE! Here's how it works:
• There are no minimum balance
requirements ■
• No service charges
• Unlimited check writing
You won't find a more convenient,
more affordable checking plan
anywhere. It's totally free, and it's
just for you!
BONUS!
As a bonus for opening a Totally
FREE Checking account, The First
is offering two Account-Starter Kits.
Just choose the package you prefer.
1) Traditional Account-Starter
Kit (FREE!)
• First Class Checkbook Cover
• First Class Teller 24-Hour
Banking Card

2) Custom-Designed Tiger Account
Starter Kit ($5)
• 100 Custom-Designed Tiger
Checks
• Tiger Checkbook Cover
• Custom-Designed Tiger
24-Hour Banking Card
To open your Totally FREE
Checking account with The First,
just stop by one of our conveniently
located offices in Clemson and look
for our new 24-hour Tiger banking
machine on campus! It's the least
expensive way to handle your
finances ... and support the Tigers!

lint federal oftoulh oarolOta

We make banking simple;

CLEMSON: 207 College Ave., 654-5574 • 1013Tiger Blvd.. 654-5574 • SENECA: 1007 W. 123-Bypass, 882-1925
MemberFSLIC
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'Bad Wooer
may prove
positive
by Jill Slye
staff writer
Whose blood runneth more?
Clemson's orange or Carolina's
garnet? The Palmetto State will
find out at half time during the
Clemson vs. USC game Nov. 23
when the winner of the Blood
Drive Competition is announced.
Taking advantage of a traditional rivalry between the two
schools, Anderson Memorial and
American Red Cross are cosponsoring a contest encouraging students to donate blood.
"During the holidays accidents
are more frequent and we develop a
lower supply of blood," said Dan
Corrigan, director of community
relations at Anderson Memorial.
"Therefore, we are hoping this competition will give us the adequate
supply of blood that we need."
The competition will last a total
of 27 hours. While Carolina's
strategy is to take approximately
a week and allow four hours of
donations a day, Clemson will
begin its fight Nov. 17 and continue through the 19th, allowing
nine hours of donations a day.
Students are being asked to
donate a pint of blood each. "The
needles used are sterile,"
Corrigan said. "There is no
danger involved."Corrigan also said since the
number of students attending
USC is more than twice that of
Clemson, the winner will be based
on the percentage of students who
donate blood.
In conjunction with the blood
drive, another contest is being
held between English classes of
each school to create the best
name for the blood drive competition. "It's a competition within a
competition," Corrigan said.
The winner of this smaller competition will have the name of his
school placed first on the trophy,
and the trophy will be awarded at
half time along with a scholarship for $1,000.
For example, if Clemson wins,
the trophy will say "Clemson vs.
Carolina" (as opposed to viceversa), with the winning title
included on the trophy.
"This competition is taking a
natural rivalry and turning it
into a fun event to provide an
adequate supply of blood for the
holiday," Corrigan said.
Both Interim President Walter
Cox and USC President James
Holderman are in full support of
the competition, he said.

Religious speech
planned
The 300th anniversary of the
Revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, which reversed a trend
toward religious tolerance in
Western civilization and directly
influenced South Carolina's cultural and religious history, is being commemorated with a series
of talks by internationally known
scholars this fall at Clemson
University.
Dr. Jon Butler, professor of
American religious history at
Yale University, will talk Monday
at 8 p.m. in room 200 Hardin
Hall.
Butler, whose book The
Huguenots in America: A Refugee
People in New World Society
won several awards, will speak
on "The Revocation of the Edict
of Nantes and Huguenot Migration to South Carolina."
Dr. Elisabeth Labrousse,
France's leading authority on
17 th Century French Protestantism,
will speak at 8 p.m. Dec. 2 in
Hardin Hall.
The lectures are sponsored by
the University's history department and College of Liberal Arts,
the Huguenot Society of South
Carolina, and the Huguenot Society
of the Founders of Manakin in
the Colony of Virginia.
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CO FROM COLLEGE TO THE ARMY
WITHOUT MISSING A BEAT.
The hardest thing about breaking into professional
music is—well, break
ing into professional
music. So if you're
looking for an opportunity to turn your
musical talent into
a full-time performing career, take a
good look at the
Army.
It's not
all parades
and John Philip
Sousa. Army
bands rock,
waltz and boogie
as well as march,
and they perform
before concert au
diences as well
as spectators.
With an average

of 40 performances a month, there's
also the opportunity for travel —
not only across America, but possibly
abroad.
Most important, you can
expect a first-rate professional environment
from your instructors,
facilities and fellow
musicians. The Army
has educational
programs that
can help you
pay for offduty instruction, and if
you qualify, even
help you
repay
your
federally-insured
student loans.
If you can sight

read music, performing in the Army
could be your big break. Write:
Chief, Army Bands Office, Fort
Benjamin Harrison, IN 46216-5005.
Or call toll free 1-800-US A-ARMY.

ARMY BAND.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
w,4 *, i: I
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Dooley's Mercedes damaged in parade
by Eleanor Dreher
staff writer
The Mercedes 450 SL of 1984
Homecoming Queen Kim Dooley
was damaged during the First
Friday Parade on Sept. 20. Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity, which
sponsored the event, is taking
responsibility for the damages,
the amount of which is still

undetermined.
Dooley had her father's permission to use the car in the parade,
but because of pre-parade confusion she was placed in another.
CBS sportscasters Brent
Musberger and Ara Parseghian
ended up riding in Dooley's
Mercedes instead, and Dooley
rode in a Nizzan 300 ZX.
As the Mercedes went along

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE
• Duckheads
• Lee jeans
• T-shirts
• Sweatshirts
• Bookbags
and lots more
. • good prices
• friendly service
DOWNTOWN

654-6446

the parade route, it was scratched pa Alpha, says that the fraterand dented from students jump- nity is sorry for the incident and
ing on and around it. The that "things like this should not
damages to the car, though not have happened."
extensive, will take several
Dooley says that the fraternity
weeks to repair.
is cooperating well with her and
"My first reaction was that of in- her father on the matter, and if
furiation," said Dooley, "because things work out as planned, her
what they did to my car also car will be returned within two
showed a lack of support for me." weeks.
Eric Hills, president of Pi Kap-

Don't Forget!
Last day to
withdraw
from class
without final
grade is
Oct. 25!!

• • I

SURVIVAL KIT

Style Cuts
• Body Waves

654-2599
Special Student Prices

VICTORIA SQUARE
(in Breezeway)

TIGER RAGS
LIFESTYLE CLOTHING

300 College Avenue
Clemson, S.C. 29631
(803) 654-9500

Cut out this ad and present it at time of
purchase and save 50% of the regular price
of any one item of fall merchandise.
Limit ONE Coupon Per Person

RENT A VCR
AND 3 MOVIES
FOR JUST $10

Got the Dorm Food
Blues? One call to
Domino's Pizza will save
you! We make and
deliver hot, tasty, custommade pizza in less than 30
minutes. All you have to do
is call! So skip the cafeteria.
Get your favorite pizza
instead.

Serving Clemson A
Clemson University:

654-3082

300 College Avenue

Hours:
4PM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
4PM-2AM Fri. & Sat.

We use only the finest
ingredients and have our
delivery system perfected.
If your pizza isn't at your
door in 30 minutes or less,
we'll take $3.00 OFF the
price!

Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry under $20.
©1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

[$2.00
i OFF!

Order a delicious 12"
pizza and TWO 16 oz.
non-returnable bottles
of Coke® and get
92.00 0FFI

POPULAR TITLES AVAILABLE
THE BREAKFAST CLUB
AMADEUS
A SOLDIER'S STORY
THE ADVENTURES OF BUCKAROO BANZAI
THE SOUNDS OF MOTOWN
REEFER MADNESS

THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE
Student Memberships
Normally $15 per semester
Through Oct. 31 only $20
for the whole school year

I
I

One coupon per pizza
Offer good thru 10/23/85.
Our 12"pizza has 8
slices, serving 2-3
persons.

1

Q+A
i&
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
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Homecoming
continued from page one
great expense to build. Chi Psi
prize in the stationary homecom- spent $1350 on the winning dising competition Saturday, and play but received a 50-percent
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity won rebate since it purchased its
first prize for the moving display material through the University
category. Judging of the displays Bookstore. The final cost for the
was conducted by the Alumni winning display was $890.
Association.
The fraternity Pi Kappa Alpa
The judging was based on spent $1850 on its display, but
color, theme, overall appearance, the group was not eligible for the
and originality.
rebate, since its materials were
Most of the displays required

Grade reports distributed
purchased off-campus.
The on-campus pomp price is
$1.50 per package, compared to
off-campus prices of about $0.90.
With the rebate, pomps bought
from the University acutally cost
about $0.50 per package.
The rebate was helpful to
organizations, which used a
tremendous, number of pomps in
their Hofnecoming displays.

Midterm grades were submitted by the faculty to the
registrar's office Monday.
Grade reports will be mailed to
students at their home address
today.
Beginning Monday, students
may pick up a copy of their
preliminary reports at the

following locations and times:
Gallery Room (across from the
Union Information desk) Monday and Tuesday from 2-6:30
p.m., and Johnstone Hall,
Wednesday from 2-4:30 p.m. a
Students should bring some
form of picture identification to
pick up their reports.

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss for English literature.

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone.®

AT&T
© 1985 AT&T Communications

The right choice.
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- WEEKEND SPECIAL 20" PARTY PIZZA w,™ ANY 2 TOPPINGS
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Ground Beef, Green Peppers, Canadian Bacon, Black Olives, Green Olives, Sausage, Onions, Anchovies, Xtra Thick Crust.

$11.99

ONLY
DINE IN
TAKEOUT
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY

AND 4 ICE-COLD &*@X
GOOD FRI.SAT.-SUN.-THRU OCT.

MONDAY IS DOLLAR DAY
12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT

BUY 1-10 "PIZZA

YOUR CHOICE

$

GET 2nd 10"PIZZA

SAME VALUE
YOUR CHOICE

* FOR 1 DOLLAR *
$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$6.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area

TUESDAY IS SPAGHETTI DINNER DAY
DINE IN ONLY - 12 NOON TIL 9 PM — DINE IN ONLY
SPAGHETTI + MEAT SAUCE DINNER + GARLIC BREAD + ICED TEA

$3.29

WEDNESDAY SUPER SAVER
MEDIUM 14" PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS

PLUS

2 ICE COLD

$6.00 EVEN

DINE IN - FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY - CARRY OUT

THURSDAY IS FREE LARGE COKE DAY
1 Free With Any Foot-Long Sandwich
1 Free With Any 10" Pizza

3 Free With Any 16" Pizza

2 Free With Any 14" Pizza

4 Free With Any 20" Pizza

DINE IN
CARRY OUT
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY
$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$6.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area

DIAL 654-6990
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Union celebrates tenth anniversary next week
by Eleanor Dreher
staff writer
The University Union will celebrate its
10th anniversary Thursday, featuring
events from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Starting at 11 a.m. a caricature artist,
"Goot," will be in the loggia, and
everyone wil have a chance to get his
caricature drawn. Also, balloons and buttons will be given out and students will

have a chance to leave a special birthday
message on a graffiti sheet.
A three-layer birthday cake will be on
display until 1 p.m. when the Union will
sponsor a cake cutting and Interim President Walter Cox is scheduled to speak.
Later, special guests will be invited to
an informal drop-in from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
at the Palmetto Ballroom to honor all
those who have been involved with the
Union. Acting Vice President for Student

Affairs Dean Lomax will be on hand for
the drop-in.
Then, to cap off the evening, the Steel
Bandits, a reggae/calypso-style band will
perform in the Union Plaza at 6:30 p.m.
The University Union is an organization developed to provide students and
the community with opportunities
primarily in recreation and entertainment
as well as special services such as the Information Desk and the Travel Center.

Currently, Butch Trent is the Union
director while Ronnie Lafitte serves as
program director. Nine Union committees
are artwork, special events, cultural,
CDCC (Central Dance and Concert Committee), films and video, outdoor recreation, short course, and travel. The programs work under the leadership of the
Union Board and hundreds of student
volunteers.

'Aerobathon' proceeds
to help fight cancer
by Eric KeUer
staff writer
The Alpha Delta Pi pledge
class will hold an aerobathon
starting at 8 a.m. Nov. 2 to raise
money for the fight against
cancer.
The event, which will be held in
the Palmetto Ballroom and is
deemed the "Kick Out Cancer"
Aerobathon, will contribute all
its proceeds to the American
Cancer Society—specializing in
Hodgins Disease.
Sophomore Jennifer Ament,
assistant advisor to the pledge
class, will serve as the instructor.
She is also the creator of the
benefit. Ament was inspired to
create the affair when a close
friend was diagnosed with
Hodgins disease.
"On June 28, 1984, my best
friend, William Warren, was
diagnosed with a form of cancer

known as Hodgins disease," she
said. "The following day we
celebrated his 19th birthday.
"In order to help myself deal
with this tragedy, I created the
'Kick Out Cancer' Aerobathon
with William Warren as the
honorary."
WCKN will sponsor the event.
Because Nov. 2 is a football game
day, the group hopes to receive
donations from parents and
friends of the students. However,
the majority of the contributions
is expected to come from local
businesses and organizations.
Many of these businesses are
donating small door prizes to be
given to the girls who raise the
most money.
To make the event that much
more special, Warren will travel
from the University of Florida to
participate. Questions should be
directed to any ADPi pledges or
to Ament.

MAKE TRACKS
TO GOLDEN
CORRAL,

Annual fund increases
Money for academic scholarships funded through the
University's annual fund increased by more than 50 percent this year, thanks to recordgiving by the school's alumni
and friends in 1984-85,
More than $8.9 million in
gifts and pledges were donated
to the University for academic
purposes, officials announced
last month.
"Scholarships, fellowships,

and protessorships he at the
heart of the Alumni Association's academic enrichment effort for Clemson," said Leonard
Butler, immediate past president of trie Clemson Alumni
Association. "Scholarships in
particular are one of Clemson's
most pressing needs, land we
are going to continue to do
everything we can to provide
more money to help meet the
need."
THE
PERFECT PLACE TO RENT
FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY
Call Elizabeth for rates
654-4339

Put your degree
to work
where it can do
a world of good.

The toughest \<.t
you'll ever love

FOR THE BEST
TAILGATING MEAL EVER!
At Golden Corralf we've got a great idea for
an easy, delicious tailgating meaL.Golden Roast
Chicken to go! A whole Chicken a la carte, lightly
seasoned and roasted to perfection in a rotisserie
oven. It's the perfect way to liven up your tailgating
party. Stop by Golden Corral this Saturday and see
what we mean! And good luck Clemson!

Now the best place in town for steaks is
the best place in town for chicken!
GOLDEN C0RRAL1..6REAT STEAKS AND A WHOLE LOT MORE.
Your first job after graduation should offer you
more than just a paycheck. We can offer you
■ an experience that lasts a lifetime.
Working together with people in a different
culture is something you'll never forget. It's a
learning experience everyone can benefit from.
In Science or Engineering, Education, Agriculture, or Health, Peace Corps projects in developing countries around the' world are
bringing help where it's needed.
If you're graduating this year, look into a unique opportunity to put your degree to work
where it can do a world of good. Look into
Peace Corps.
Atlanta recruiter on campus: October 22 & 23,1985
For specific information —
Contact: Michael Doherty, Peace Corps Campus
Representative, Barre Hall, Room 211
Or call: 656-2004

1010 Tiger Boulevard West
(123 Bypass)

GOLDEN
CORRAL
^= Family Steak House
c 1985, Golden Corral Corp
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Learn to fence with the Clemson Fencing
Club. Practices are on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 6-8 p.m. at Fike
Recreation Center in the new weight room.
Both males and females are welcome.
Sigma Tau Epsilon offers free tutoring for
any classes in the Colleges of Liberal Arts
or Sciences. Tutoring is in room 216 Daniel
Hall on Monday nights from 7-9 p.m.
The Chronicle, Clemson's literary and
variety magazine, is accepting submissions in the areas of fiction, features
(humorous or informative), art, photography, poetry, ideas for departments, etc.
Wildy creative or marginally interested
people should contact The Chronicle, Box
2187 Campus Mail. Its office is on the 9th
floor of the loggia by A-Section Johnstone.
Sigma Nu fraternity will hold its Game
Ball Run Nov. 22 and 23 to benefit the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. They will
run the game ball from Clemson to Columbia for the Tigers vs. Gamecocks football
game. Tax-deductible donations to support
the brothers of Sigma Nu in the fight
against MS are being sent to: Sigma Nu
Fraternity, Clemson University Station,
P.O. Box 2224, Clemson, SC 29632. Make
your checks payable to National Multiple
Sclerosis Society. For further information
call 656-7705 or 242-6177.
The Clemson University Choral Ensembles announce their fall concert Thursday at 8:15 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.
William Campbell, director, will lead accompanist Tim Kudlock and the University Chorus in a variety of music, including the Inspirational Heilig by
Mendelssohn, a jazzy collection by Hoagy
Carmichael, and the contemporary soft
rock of Paul Simon. Admission is free and
the public is invited to attend.
The University Chorus' Christmas concert will be presented Dec. 5 at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium.

Students for Social Concern (SSC) is
sponsoring a petition drive to collect
1,000 signatures before the November
summit. The petition calls for Reagan and
Gorbachev to enact a mutual, verifiable
oratorium on nuclear weapons production
while the talks ensue and to work towards
a permanent, bilateral freeze on nuclear
weapons during the summit.
Tables will be located in front of the
library in the loggia, and at other campus
locations. (Look for posters!) SSC meets
every Monday night at 9 p.m. in the
Wesley Foundation basement. Call Susan
Cooper at 8045 for more information.

for myself. T-squared
Prince, Meet me Friday night for a wild
time at Bob's Halloween Party. Let's go
crazy (for you). Madonna.

Brad, Are Wednesdays a permanent
date? Love, Your Jello-Sucking Buddies.

Bo, How well do you see in the dark?
Pretty well I think, since you don't have
headlights. Branson.

Maria, Thanks for showing me what
love is good for, and how to treat a lover.
Happy Anniversary! Franko.

Brunson, Maybe I need a flashlight.
We'll see next time, if there is one. Bo.

John and Rex, You should pay more attention to Tiger personals!

Karen, Flash flood warning in effect for the
mountains and foothills. Take cover! Lynn

WHDYN (D.A.L.), No, I'm not from
New Jersey, besides you should know
how to send messages without user IDs.

Kristi and Terri, Have fun tonight!
Think of me while having beverage! Lynn.

CLASSIFIEDS
You can earn good money by selling us
your old or new comics. We buy large collections or certain single issues. Call
882-4778.

Cecelia, Seems like our paths never
cross, except on the way to class. Maybe a
little detour is needed! Hopefully the arrows will point my way. Tommy.

Typewriters for rent. French and German print wheel available. Call at
654-4357 after 5 p.m.

Hey All-American, Just one more week!
Can't wait. But be warned—I may never
want to come back! Tell Fred to pack
lightly and stay awake! Love, Me.

Hand painted sweatshirts, gifts, etc.
Cute and much cheaper than store prices.
Call 8816.
Typing $1.00 a page. Call Pam or Judi at
656-2101 8-4:30 or 654-6478 after 5 p.m.
Professional typing service—offering
word processing and typing at great
prices to students and faculty. Resumes,
term papers, manuscripts, etc. All will be
permanently stored for your availability.
Call 656-6906.
PERSONALS
Sandy, Thanks again for calculus help.
Sorry I was in a bad mood. I owe ya' one.
Mike Stipe.
Fatboy,
What's that green stuff in the sink?
'Bout time to put the "wife" to good use,
wouldn't you say! Maybe I'll take an ad in
"the magazine" for some no-strings P.G.

We would like to thank these sponsors for
donating prizes for the 6th Annual RUN IN
THE SUN held on Oct. 5.
Bo jangles'
Hair & South Family Hairstyling
Strawberry's
Knickerbocker's
Shoneys
Subway
Balloonery .
Nick's
Morgan Flowers & Gifts
Tiger Rags
Jean's Cafe
Head of Time
Greenleaf Flowers
Pizza Pub
Record Hole
Appalachian Outfitters
Tiger Town Tavern
Judge Keller's Store
Clemson Bookstore
Itza Pizza
Columbo's
Clemson Canteen

To the Zee girl, Congrad on becoming
the Pearls and Kappa Diamonds. O-Zee
Society and Sir Zee.
George Cunningham, Roses are red;
Violets ae blue; Birthdays are special;
And so are you! Your loving girlfriend,
Terra Golden.
Polev, I'll try to get a letter off to you
soon. Urb.
Soj, The world needs more smiles like
yours—so keep on smiling! Aris.
Dr. Henry, So you still make carrot cake?
Miriam Watson, I love you!
Dana, Simon says, "Come back real soon!"
The Jersey Lounge Dudes of B-6, Part
hearty fight on through Oktoberfest. It's
a totally awesome experience! Thanks a
lot! The Gang.

Jane and Greg, Greetings! K & T.

Si, When's the guy with button-fly
Levi's gonna give you a ride in his RX-7!
Patti, Having fun studying AFROTC?
Barbee, Enjoyed the late night phone
conversation. Call again sometime?! MS.
Kavin, Come back and interface real
soon! Shep and Urb.
Hang in there 220 Guru Crew. The weekend is upon us! Be good. Love you, Sloppy.
Strawberry, Only a week to go until the
waterfall. I can't wait. It will be beautiful.
Love Snuggles.
Range Bill, Happy Birthday! Love always.
David Bowie.
Cindy, One more week and you're off to
Lauderdale! Soak up some rays for me, if
you'Be not "tied up!" Why don't you play
some tennis—inside the courts? Try not
to stop at any rest stops or you'll never
get back to Clemson! Have fun! Lisa.
David Brandes, I'm interested in getting to know you better. I guess only time
will tell!
Unwanted Guests,
We warned you once and we won't do it
again. Stay the ?*!! out of our *!#?
cafeteria in Clemson House. Next time
it's your arms, your legs, your head!
Anonymous Wimps

Northern Telecom
...A Rational Career Choice
The merger of computer technology and telecommunications has made
our industry THE growth field for the 80's and beyond. As a dynamic
company that deals in communications technology, we can offer a
wealth of challenges to graduates in Engineering, Computer Science,
Marketing, Finance/Accounting, Business Systems and Human
Resources. With facilities in 14 major U.S. cities, we can probably
match your desires with an area that offers the climate and amenities
you want. Since we believe in promotion based on achievement, you can set your
own pace for advancement. We offer industry-competitive
compensation and our benefit program ranks among the best in the
industry. Talk to our recruiter during his or her next visit to your
campus. We will be happy to answer all of your questions about
locations, project assignments, and our projected growth.
See your placement office to schedule an interview with our division
representative from Digital Switching Systems on campus October 30.
For more information, send a resume or a letter to:
Northern Telecom Inc.
Manager, College Relations
Northern Telecom Plaza
200 Athens Way
Nashville, TN 37228-1803
An equal opportunity employer m/f/h

We hire talent

rvt
Congratulations to first-place winners
Todd Caldweli and Judith Shephard!
Sponsored by C.U.U. Outdoor Recreation Committee

northern
telecom

MANUFACTURING PLANTS & RESEARCH FACILITIES: Ann Arbor,
Ml • Atlanta, GA • Concord, NH • Creedmoor, NC • Marlton, NJ •
Minneapolis, MN • Morton Grove, IL • Mountain View, CA •
Nashville, TN • Raleigh, NC • Dallas, TX • San Diego, CA • Santa
Clara, CA • West Palm Beach, FL
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New leadership
Lennons looking forward to returning to Carolinas
"His mother and seven of his
brothers and sisters before him went
to Mars Hill College," said Ruth
Lennon, wife of new University
President Max Lennon. "But Max
went home with the intention of
dropping out."
"But his father told him if he
would finish out the semester, that
he would let him go anywhere he

wanted to. Well, he went back to
finish out the semester and we met.
And he stayed," she laughed.
The two were married and have
two children. Daniel, 22, is a
student at Ohio State University,
and Robin is a student at Texas
Tech.
"Max is a very family-oriented
man. He's always supportive of me

Board Chairman Louis Batson meets the newly appointed president
Max Lennon and his wife Ruth.

and the children," she said. "He
is patient, easy-going, and
understanding. He is not arrogant
and always quiet. And he makes
rational decisions."
Although the Lennons do have
children, the couple will live in the
president's home by themselves.
Mrs. Lennon did say, however, that
the children will be "popping in and
out" from time to time. "The fact
that we'll be near the beach makes
it very appealing to them."
Last weekend was the first time
that the couple had viewed the
campus together. "I love it,"
Mrs. Lennon said. "I was anxious to
see the president's house because we
live in a beautiful house in Ohio. At
some schools, the president's house
isn't exactly where you'd choose to
live. But this house is so beautiful. I
was very impressed."
Another aspect that she is excited
about is the campus' relative
closeness to the mountains.
"Because we are natives of Mars
Hill, N.C., we are looking forward to
moving back to the Carolinas. This
is the first time since we have been
married that we've ever lived
anywhere near the mountains."
Mountains and the president's
mansion aside though, the Lennons
left their final decision to the will of
God. "We looked for a sign from the
Lord to tell us whether or not to
accept the job," she said. "As late
as Monday morning we still didn't
know if we were ready to make a

Former
presidents
Since its founding as Clemson College in 1890, nine men have
served as Clemson's president.
1. H. Aubrey Strode, a native of Virginia, took office July 16,
1890, and resigned Jan. 31, 1893.
2. Edwin B. Craighead of Missouri served from June 21, 1893,
until resigning effective Sept. 1, 1897. He later served as
president of Tulane University and the University of Montana.
3. Henry S. Hartzog, a South Carolina native and graduate of the
Citadel, served from Sept. 15, 1897, until Aug. 5, 1902. He
resigned and later became president of the University of
Arkansas.
4. Patrick H. Mell, a native of Georgia, took office Aug. 29, 1902,
and resigned Jan. 1, 1910.
Walter M. Riggs, a native South Carolinian and Clemson's first
football coach, first served as acting president from Jan. 1,
1910; to March 6, 1911; he was elected president March 6, 1911,
and served until his death on Jan. 22, 1924.
6. Enoch W. Sikes, a native of North Carolina, relinquished the
presidency of Coker College to come to Clemson. He served from
July 14, 1925, until his retirement June 30, 1940.
7. Robert Franklin Poole, a South Carolina native and 1916
Clemson graduate, served from July 1, 1940, until June 6, 1958.
A noted agriculturalist, he assumed the presidency after serving
on the faculties of Rutgers University and North Carolina State
University. He died in office.
8. Robert C. Edwards, a 1933 Clemson graduate, was appointed
acting president June 11, 1958, and was elected president April 9,
1959. A native of South Carolina with a background in textile
management, Edwards served two years as vice president for
development before being appointed acting president. He retired
in June, 1979.
9. Bill L. Atchley, a native of Missouri, was named president in
February, 1979, took office July 1, and resigned effective July 1,
1985. He is now president of the National Science Center for
Communications and Electronics Foundation in Washington, D.C.

committment to come to Clemson.
"The job hadn't been offered, but
we needed to make a decision about
what we would do if the call did
come."
Lennon, who is a deacon at a
Baptist church, and his wife are
devout Christians, Mrs. Lennon
said. She added that their hesitance
Monday stemmed from their
religious beliefs.
"Max and I believe very much in
doing the Lord's will. This morning
he decided to talk to Louis (Batson)
about some of the anxieties he was
still feeling, and we decided that if
they could still say yes to us, then
that was the sign."
While they were waiting for a call
either way, the Lennon's telephone
in their hotel room rang three times.'
When the call finally did come, the
Lennons were "ecstatic."
Mrs. Lennon said that the
decision to accept the offer by the
Board of Trustees was a joint one.
"All of our decisions are made
jointly," she said. "I didn't want to
push accepting this one unless Max
was going to be happy."
"We are very supportive of each
other. This is our career and it's one
which we've worked very hard for,"
she said.
"I see my role as the wife of
Clemson's president as being one of
acting as hostess and working with
public relations. There's just one
problem. I don't own. any orange
clothing yet."

Stories by
Bob Ellis
James Hennessey
Foster Senn

Photos by
Bryan Fortune

New presiden|
Officials at Ohio State University
describe Max Lennon as a dynamic
individual and a person Clemson
was lucky to get.
Lennon was named the
University's new president Monday.
He is currently vice president for
agricultural administration and
executive dean for Agriculture,
Home Economics, and Natural
Resources at Ohio State, a
university which has approximately
50,000 students.
"I'm probably biased, but I think
he's done a fine job here," said
Francille Firebaugh, acting provost
at O.S.U. and chairman of the
selection committee that brought
Lennon to Ohio State. "He's
brought in very good people, such as
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Lennon announces plans
for his administration
The following is from an interview
with Max Lennon and portions of
the press conference Monday.
—Where do you see Clemson
University now, and what do you
see in the University's future?
We at Clemson University have
several academic areas that are
very, very good, and when you begin
to compare those to peer
institutiotns around the country,
their ranking is quite high. Our
objective will be to have more of
those. We want more of the
University's programs to be
considered outstanding nationally.
To do this we need the support of
the entire Clemson family—this
means students, faculty,
administration, the Board of
Trustees, the state of South
Carolina, alumni, and of the
corporate community.
—You have mentioned the fact that
the University should take on a
"global perspective"—how do you
see this coming about?
The student is the most integral
part in forming a global perspective.
We must maintain and even increase
the quality of our education, and we
must stress more creative research
and thought.
This can be done by keeping
students more informed about the
world around them, culturally,
economically, and geographically.
We must orient them with these
differing cultures so we can assist
and prosper in other markets. People
must become more aggressive.
Students must begin to do
something about it, about
involvement with our changing
world. *
—It's been said that an institution
takes on the character of its leader.
If this is true, what will the
character of Clemson University be
in three to five years?
Clemson University should be
extremely aggressive. I, as a leader,
must fulfill my obligation to the
students, faculty, and
administration I serve. Our main
focus, of course will be on our
academic programs. This is done

'•

through involvement and input from
everywhere possible, especially the
state and counties we serve.
All this is not to say we will be
stalled in academics. We will do
everything possible to make the
entire University atmosphere an
exciting place, filled with optimism
and upbeat excitement.
—Is it inappropriate for people to
expect too much from Max Lennon?
I am not a miracle worker. We
must begin with Clemson's rich
heritage and slowly build for the'
future. We will provide the
leadership necessary to cause things
to happen, but only in areas that afe
ready for change.
I look forward especially to
getting to know members of our
state government, for all change, our
support, must begin there. I do not,
though, want to become state
dependent—I see us as pulling away
into a state assisted institution.
When this happens, we become
dependent on private sources, which
help us filter into a global
community. But I can say, to
answer the question, that it would
be extremely inappropriate to expect
uniform change across Clemson
University.
—What assurances have you been
given, by the Board of Trustees,
about your control of the
University?
The Clemson University Board is
one of the most unified in
commitment to an institution more
so than most I have encountered.
They have developed a policy giving
us the freedom to excel both
academically and athletically. They
have agreed to retain their role as
maker of policy and give me the
control needed as an administrator.
I have been given unanimous
support from the board.
Max Lennon

—Why did you accept Clemson
University's presidency?
There are very few institutions in
this country that I would discuss
this opportunity with. My
background, being born and raised
in the Carolinas, and my
commitment to our nation's land-

grant institutions, were very
what I heard. The whole
enticing factors.
commitment by the Board and the
But basically it was people. I have rest of the Clemson family has been
been nominated for presidential
very welcome. I feel that I am
positions at other universities about already a part of this great place
every two months for the past few
and with that feeling, I am ready to
years, but this is the first time I
go.
have pursued it, because I liked

dynamic individual and a person Clemson was lucky to get

|ty and chairpersons,
en very good at taking
Iture college in a new
I while doing this with
| and grace at the same time.
person who cares about
she said, "and he has
| such as fairness, honesty,
rity—things that I
Pe.
es all that, he's likeable."
\)x Reisch, associate dean of
re at Ohio State, says that
a dynamic leader.
'doer;'" said Reisch. "He
\s people to get things done,
fituted a lot of changes in
iilture college."
aid that Lennon had
i the curriculum and

increased research in the college.
"I've worked very close with
Max," he said. "He's had some very
good successes."
Lennon has been at Ohio State
since June of 1983. He is one of
eight vice presidents there.
Lennon came to Ohio State from
the University of Missouri where he
was dean of the College of
Agriculture and director of the
agricultural experiment station for
three years. He also was the
chairperson for the department of
animal husbandry for six months at
Missouri before he was named dean.
Before going to Missouri in 1980,
Lennon was at Texas Tech for eight
years, serving in various positions.
Lennon graduated from North

Carolina State University where he
received a degree in animal science
in 1961 after having attended Mars
Hill College for two years. After
operating his farm in Evergreen,
N.C., for four years, Lennon
returned to N.C. State, where he
received his doctorate in animal
science in 1970.
Lennon also worked for Central
Soya Company in Decatur, Ind.,
specializing in swine research.
Currently, Lennon is the
president-elect of the National
Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges,
Agricultural Division, co-chair of the
Ohio Governor's Commission on
Agriculture, and a deacon at Lane
Avenue Baptist Church in

Columbus, Ohio, among other
things.
Firebraugh says that Lennon is
"futuristic" in outlook. "The
important thing he's done at Ohio
State," she says, "is that he's
looked at the future of agriculture
with faculty and farm industry
groups and worked with them to
focus on important research areas
such as biotechnology and
nutrition."
Louis Batson, chairman of the
Clemson Board of Trustees, says
that the trustees chose Lennon
because of his many strengths.
"He's aggressive and he's restless
without being impatient," said
Batson. "He's a good planner and a
deep thinker."
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Need a ride to the airport this fall break?

Don't miss the trip to
Biltmore Estates
this weekend, Oct. 19.

Contact the Union to sign up for
the shuttle service when you
find out your flight times so
we can accommodate you.

$22 includes transportation
and admission to the building.

Cost is $10.00 each way.

fc

Come to the Nut Hut for a
late-night energy snack. Nuts
and candies and cookies
... all at reasonable prices.

ACUI campus preliminary
singles table-tennis
tournament for male students
begins Monday, Oct. 21,
7 p.m. Sign up at the Union
Games Area Desk.

The Union Sign Shop will print signs
for any occasion or event: birthdays,
engagements, dances—anything
you would like to promote.
Call the University Union at 2461
for more information.

Celebrate "A Decade of Excellence" with the Union as
we mark our 10th anniversary in our location ...
October 24, 1985
Caricature artist from 14 a.m.-1 p.m.; 2 p.m.-4 p.m.
in the loggia.
Cake-cutting ceremony at 1 p.m.
Live entertainment "Steel Bandits"—jazz and funk with
a traditional island sound—6:30 p.m. in the
Union plaza.
Sponsored by the Clemson University Union Special Events Committee, Cultural
Committee and the Clemson University Union Board

Whitewater Rafting on the Chattooga River
Nov. 3
Price of $25 includes rafting, transportation,
lunch, and wet suits. Sign up ends Oct. 22
and space is limited to 14 people.
Sign up NOW!

Short Courses:
Color Analysis,
Oct. 22, $20
i-iii/ii'jpiri'-ii jii.ill.'

fc=tofcifcifc=ftr't=:fci

Get into the Halloween spiritJoin us in a
PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST!
Pumpkins and carving knives
supplied. First prize is $10.
Second prize is $5.
Third prize is a free pizza.

Movies this week:
Karate Kid, Oct. 17-19, 7 8c 9:15,
$1.50.
Gone with the Wind, Oct. 20,
FREE with University ID,
7 & 9:30.
48 Hours, Oct. 21, 8 p.m., $1.

Beer Tasting,
Starts Oct. 23, $7

Second City
Touring Company

l-T-T-l

Wm

&JV.

Special Comedy Troupe W3
from Chicago
Basic Bartending,
Oct. 21, $5
Beginning Clogging,
Starts Oct. 30, $10

Oct. 22 • 8 p.m. in Tlllman Auditorium
Tickets are on sale now
Sponsored by the Clemson University Union
Cultural Committee
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Features
Miss Homecoming says she's 'still on cloud nine'
by Kelly Winters
staff writer
Friday night before a crowd
of several thousand people at
Tigerama, Jennifer Jill Busey
was crowned Miss Homecoming 1985.
Jennifer is a 21-year-old
senior majoring in administrative management. She is
originally from Greenville, and
she represented Delta Delta
Delta sorority in the pageant.
"I'm still on cloud nine,"
Jennifer said when asked
about the whole event. "It's
been the most rewarding experience of my entire life."
She said that the interview
was the hardest part of the
pageant.
"I felt more comfortable this
time around with the interview," she said, reflecting on
being in the pageant both this
year and last year. "You never

know quite what to expect, but
I felt good about it when it was
over.
"The other parts of the
pageant weren't that bad, as
I've been in other pageants
before."
While at Clemson she has
been in the Miss Magnolia
pageant, in which she was second runner-up in 1981. She was
also a top-ten finalist in the
Miss Clemson pageant in 1982.
She said she does not plan to
be in any other pageants because the experience is too
"nerve wracking" for her.
Jennifer said that riding
on the float at the halftime of
the game was quite an emotional experience.
"The whole weekend was unforgettable. My dad's birthday
was Friday, and my sister, who
was Miss Homecoming at
Cle^^nn in 1978, flew in from

California just for the game.
Riding around on the float with
all my friends yelling for me
was really thrilling."
Jennifer is also active in
several campus organizations.
Besides being a Tri-Delt, she is a
little sister for the SAEs and is
a member of both the Amercian
Marketing Association and the
Society for the Advancement of
Management.
In addition, she is a batgirl
for the baseball team and is
secretary for the dorm council
of Calhoun Courts.
In her spare time, Jennifer
enjoys lifting weights, doing
aerobics, cooking, and doing
cross-stitch work.
The new Miss Homecoming
said that she will remember the
experience for a long time.
"I'm very proud to represent
the University in this way. It
means a lot to me."

Jennifer Jill Bussey

Just touching on a couple
The past week has seen a lot of good
things happen around Tigertown. Although every week contains its share of
exceptional achievements or goings-on
around our wonderful institution, here are
a few of the biggies.

RAMBL1N'

Hugh Gray
Features Editor
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Bryan Fortune/head photographer

Lost his head
The misplaced head of a homecoming float surveys Bowman Field
for tho rest of his "pomp-ous" body from above the front entrance of the
YMCA.

At the event of incurring the wrath of
Tommy Trammel, sports editor in residence, I'm going to touch on his field for a
second.
I think he'll let the out-of-place ramblings of an ignorant features editor slip
by this time.
A big hoorah goes to the football team.
They didn't let down after three straight
losses and came ready to play.
The offense looked super—427 yards.
The backs ran like men possessed. And it
goes without saying that, when the backs
are running well, they are getting some
good blocking up front.
While the defense may not have been
quite as stubborn as it has been, it sure
stiffened up when it had to.
I'll give the coaches a big hoorah, too.
The play selection was much more exciting. I know that doesn't count much
where wins and losses are concerned, but
aren't reverses, reverse passes, and long
passes on the first drive of the game
great—especially when they work?
Another big hoorah goes to the fans.
They were behind the team the whole
game. More than once, I was sure Majkowhatever, the Cavs quarterback, was going to have to pull out from center. A

special hoorah goes to the group of guys
in section A who started raising cain during one of those dreaded TV timeouts.
The next big hoorah goes to the
trustees. We now have a president-to-be
who isn't interim, temporary, or any such
thing.
My last big hoorah for this week goes to
Walter Cox. He has done a super job as
interim president, and I'm sure he will
continue to do so until the arrival of
Dr. Zennon. I remember an appearance Cox
made at the tub-a-thon a few weeks ago and
how 1 was very mucn impressed tnat he
would have this interaction with the
students.
These are by no means all the happenings around campus that deserve a big
hoorah. Some may go unnoticed by me,
but not by everyone. I just wanted to
point out a few good reasons that "the
Tigers roar may echo, o'er the mountain
height."
The Tigers' roar isn't the only thing
travelling over the mountains. Around
ten o'clock Sunday morning, Jim Hall,
father of ARA Location Manager, Jeff
Hall, walked onto the 6th tee at a golf
course in Lillington, N.C. He saw an
orange blob out on the fairway.
The "blob" turned out to be an ARA
balloon which was released at the game.
"ARA donates the balloons before the
season," said Jeff. "Before this, the farthest recorded find was just about
Charlotte."
Lillington is about thirty miles north of
Fayetteville, which puts this find at about
380 miles. Considering the speed that the
little bit of mail I get has been traveling,
ballooning must be worth looking into. Oh
well, I guess that is just an idea to blow in
the wind.

Suicide a leading cause of death in 15-24 year age group
by Susan Abies
graduate student
College of Nursing
Suicide ranks as one of the leading causes of death
among Americans in the 15-24 age group. The incidence
of suicide in this age group rose fit percent between
1968-1978, and these numbers continue to rise.

Living Well
Of all persons that attempt suicide, 12 percent are
adolescents, and 90 percent of the adolescents are ferna e.
However, three times as many males as females are successful in killing themselves because males tend to use
more violent means of destruction.
The reasons for suicide in adolescents vary, but they
tend to fall into three categories:
. Grief-a reaction to an overwhelming sense o loss
. Anger-tne person views suicide ds a mean to get
even, fantasizes about a dramatic rescue and doesn
think of death;
„„• -J„ nr
. Manipulation-the adolescent uses suicide or
suicidal threats as a means of manipulating or controlling
he

The largest number of suicides among adolescents occur between the hours of 3 p.m. and midnight ancI they^oc
cur most often in May. Ethnic origin is another considers

tion. The suicidal rates in Germany, Austria, Japan,
Hungary, and Scandinavia are two to three times higher
than the adolescent death rates from suicide in the United
States. The rates are higher among whites than nonwhites, and white males and black males have the highest
overall rates. Protestant adolescents have the highest
suicide rates; Catholics the second highest. Adolescent
suicides occur most often in disrupted homes that result
from divorce, alcohol abuse, death of a parent, or abandonment. Suicide also occurs within intact family units that
exhibit marital discord, lack of effective communication
or no communication at all, lack of unity, and a previous
history of suicide in a family member.
It is imperative to work towards preventing suicide,
and the primary preventive measure is education. They
should also understand that suicide is final, irreversible,
and causes extreme pain and suffering in the family and
friends that are left behind.
Everyone involved with young people in any way—including young people themselves—should be able to
recognize the warning signs of a potential suicide in someone close to them. The warning signs are: giving away
prized possessions, a previous suicide attempt, changes in
sleeping patterns (either too much or too little), a dramatic
shift in academic performance (letting grades drop, cutting classes, dropping out of school all together), personality changes, violent behavior, apathy about personal
appearance and hygiene, apathy about health problems,
See Suicide, page 20
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Psychologist battles stress
Dr. Farris Jordan will be the
featured speaker for the Student
Leadership Conference on
Oct. 30 at 7 p.m. in the Student
Senate Chambers.
As the director of the Counseling Center at North Greenville
College in Greenville, Jordan
deals with stress problems both on and off campus. In
order to counsel people with
stress problems he researches
different stressful situations.
"As I was growing up, if there
was something torn up, it was
always blamed on me. They [my
brothers Bobby, Dicky, and
Jackie] always said, 'It was
Farris'—and I was a chronic stutterer. I never had a date in high
school. I was very insecure, the
classic introvert," says Jordan.
Now Jordan is just the opposite: a popular professor at
North Greenville College, a
respected motivational speaker,
a counselor, and a practicing
psychologist. And an alligator
wrestler, a race car driver, a
parachutists, a wild bull rider, and
a marathon runner.

The second category of activities is Jordan's contribution to
stress research. Stress is a problem that has held his attention
since the days of Bobby, Dicky,
Jackie, and Farris and as his interest in and work in psychology
accelerated, Jordan concentrated
on stress and ways to control it.
Although he obtained four
degrees in psychology from the
University of Tennessee, Jordan
decided to leave the usual boundaries of academia to test stress
in the real world.
"When you're in a stress situation, the idea is to act unafraid. I
would never tell someone if he or
she were going to ride a 2,000pound bull that he or she should
be unafraid. That's crazy. But
I'd say act unafraid. You can
make a tie between the mind and
the body," says Jordan.
"Every cell in your body is
alive and kicking at that moment
of stress. All your senses are
alert. After it's over with and you
see everything's okay, the grass
is greener, the sky's bluer, you
love everybody, and you stay

high for three or four days."
Jordan also has climbed mountains, rappelled, boxed, and spent
time in a sensory deprivation
tank He even chose a brief stay
in jail over paying a traffic fine so
that he could experience cell confinement.
During and after college, he
worked on insecurity problems,
he said. To attack his fear of
meeting people and socializing
with them, he joined civic clubs
and entered speech contests.
And he started running. Not
away. Long-distance.
Now he runs about 3,000 miles
a year. He has run in seven
Boston Marathons, finishing in
the top 200 among thousands of
entries.
His love for running and the
calm it brings to his life brought
him to Tigerville and the Upstate
mountains from Knoxville five
years ago.
He enjoys the fact that his life
is diversified. He teaches,
counsels; writes, runs, does
research, travels to workshops,
and runs some more.

Mr. Knickerbocker's
"Greek Gallery 99
FRATERNITY & SORORITY
SPORTSWEAR BY

RUSSELL:
ATHLETIC

• JERSEYS • SWEATSHIRTS • JACKETS •
• SHORTS • TANK TOPS •
COMPLETE LINE OF JEWELRY AND GIFTS
COLLEGE AVE.
CLEMSON, S.C.

654-4203

HAYWOOD MALL
GREENVILLE, S.C.

CALL NOW
FOR APPOINTMENT WITH OUR HOUSE SALESMAN

Suicide-

continued from page 19

excessive use of drugs or alcohol,
previous suicide of a family
member or close friend, increased
conflict in their lives, decreased
communication with family or
friends, inquiries about the
hereafter, and obsession with
themes of death in music, art, or
literature.
There are several Suicide
Prevention Centers around the
country and also many hotlines
that can be called for help. The
local mental health center and
hospital can also be helpful.

Have a
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idea?
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Launch hour. Throttles are at full
power as a supersonic roar sweeps
across the flight deck. And you're
the pilot.
The catapult fires and G forces
slam you back into your seat. Seconds later, you're punching a hole
in the clouds and looking good.
Nothing beats the excitement of

Navy flying. And no other job
can match the kind of management responsibility you get so
quickly in the Navy.
The rewards are there, too.
Around-the-world travel oppor
tunities with a great starting
salary of $19,200. As much
as $33,600 after four years with

promotions and pay increases.
Take off for tomorrow in the
Navy. With top-level training
to help you build technical and
managerial skills you'll use for
a lifetime. Don't just settle into
a job; launch a career. See your
Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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Entertainment
Former Police-man gives Sting-ing show
by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
The crowd was pretty calm as
they awaited the culminating
event of homecoming week. People shuffled about talking to
friends and checking each other's
"dressed to kill" attire. Suddenly, the lights went down.
Frantic screams filled the air.
The man of the hour had arrived.

Concert
Review

Rob Biggerstaff/senior staff photographer

Sting feeds on audience response at Littlejohn, Saturday.

Opening with "Shadows in the
Rain," Sting took the stage with
a fury. Bass player Darryl Jones
danced about the stage in punk
shades, providing a good solid
bass backup. Girls were screaming wildly.
Once the crowd calmed down,
Sting mellowed out with "After
Today Consider Me Gone." The
crowd chimed in with claps to a
slow, mellow melody while the
back singers moved their hips to
the rhythm of the beat. Branford
Marsalis' sax added a touch of
softness to the song.
The mood for melody must
have hit Sting because following
"After Today Consider Me
Gone," he smoothed his way into
"Children's Crusade." The silvertoned tune reached out to the audience and grasped them with its
pleasant melody. Sting's voice
was pure and pinpoint accurate.
The song reached a climax as the
band all jammed together. Drummer Omar Hakim stole some of
the spotlight with his rhythmical
attacks on the drumheads.
Still on the mellow side, Sting
opened up "Love is the Seventh
Wave." In the opening verses the
group sang acapella and danced
wildly about the stage. Sting
then took the group into the
chorus with some good soft
breakdown and some nice mellow
bridges.
Still tugging at the heart
strings of the audience, Sting
eased into "We Work the Black
Seam."
Sting picked up the beat with
his first Police tune "Bring on
the Night." He played an extended version of the song as the
band did a dance routine in which
he later joined in, much to the
pleasure of the crowd.
After asking the crowd to be
quiet and listen. Sting delivered

Do we put too much into the star?
_

What's in a star? I can't say since I
myself am not one. But people like you
and me look at stars to be more than they
really are. It's a scene called idol worship.

THE BEAT GOES ON

Ernest Gibbs
Entertainment Editor
Fans make singers, actors, athletes, and
other "stars" more than what they really
are. We have a tendency to place them
upon a pedestal of majestic godliness,
making them more than human, when
they're really no different from you and
me.
When I was at the Sting concert Saturday night, I was five to ten feet away from
him the entire show. The multitude of
girls in front of me and behind me were
mesmerized as they stood dancing and
singing along.
One girl in particular just stood and
stared, not saying a word. I looked at her
several times and I wondered just exactly
what was going through her mind. She appeared as if she were in the presence ot
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God
himself.
I'm not
saying
that she perceived Sting as such. But if you could
have seen her face ...
Stars have that special aura about
themselves that make them seem inhuman. The ambience they project draws
us to them as fans. With singers, I think
it's even more intense.
Their songs take on a special meaning
in some of our lives. When we put these
songs to stories or events in our lives, we
can easily develop a closeness to the
singer. Are you starting to get the
picture?
I enjoy looking at old film clips of the
Beatles and of Elvis. To watch how the
girls reacted was intriguing. They were
crying and screaming, fainting and falling. Why? Who were those charismatic
conquistadors of their hearts? Just ordinary people with several talents, like
you and me.
These "stars" eat, sleep, and drink like
ordinary people. They aren't gods that
rest on a remote mountain that only come
down every other eon for a concert.
They're only human.
Their music makes them special,
however. The events and happenings they
sing about, as I said earlier, can have a
special meaning for us. Lovers everywhere have their own song or songs, be it
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Freddie
Jackson's
"Rock Me Tonight" or
Prince's "Do Me Baby."
I can see why so many stars have to
control their privacy. Many people go to
the extreme. This one girl went to
Prince's home in Minneapolis and cried
and cried until he came to the intercom.
He told her he was just a man doing his
thing, yet she still cried.
Let's not forget John Lennon. His
assailant (his name escapes me at the moment) didn't like the way he autographed
an album, so he shot Lennon. So much for
being only human.
While I was at the Sting concert, I examined him closely. He had two feet, two
eyes, two hands, two legs, and one head.
So far he was just like me. He was sweating. I do that too. He was dancing. I
dance a lot myself.
I still couldn't put my finger on it.
These women should be screaming over
me too. But it hit me. This guy has helped
to sell 40 million records, he's filthy rich,
and he has a platinum solo album. That
must be it.
Take all of this away and what do you
have? Plain, ordinary Gordon Sumner.
But you can't take it all away. What do
you do with it? I don't really know. All I
can say is to keep it in perspective and try
to control it.

"Moon over Bourbon Street." He
sang low and very softly as
Branford played smoothly on the
sax. So far, the softest moment
of the night.
It was time to rock again and
rock he did. Sting approached
the synthesizer and with one
hand struck a note which delivered a "boom." He struck
again, with the same result, and
tore into "Fortress Around Your
Heart." The back-up singers
gave some good harmony. Drummer Omar Hakim stole the
limelight once again with his
bombastic rhythmic assault
upon the drums, leaving the
crowd in an uproar.
"I Burn For You" had Sting
solo on the vocals once more.
After delivering his solo, Sting
stepped back to let the drummer
Hakim do his thing. He beat
wildly upon the drums like a man
possessed, while the band
pumped out a much welcomed
extended version of "I Burn for
You."
One of the real crowd pleasers,
"If You Love Somebody Set
Them Free," was next on the
agenda. Sting and his band worked the song as if it were a maddened thoroughbred. They broke
it down several times to the roaring approval of the crowd.
The band left the stage as the
crowd chanted for more. Sting
returned alone and performed the
eternal classic "Roxanne."
Branford joined him onstage to
provide some nice sax
background. The crowd sang
along in perfect unison, hitting
every word on key. The rest of
the band returned to perform a
blues tune, "The Blues Is
All Right." Kenny Kirkland and
his show dancing lightly across
the ivories.
In his second encore, Sting
rocked the house with the
Police's classic "Every Breath
You Take." The crowd screamed
with pleasure to the number-one
hit. Sting left once again and
again the crowd begged for more.
The final encore, "Message in a
Bottle," held the audience in
complete awe. The crowd seemed
mesmerized as Sting sang with a
mystic aura about himsell. in uie
end, the band came onstage to
join in an acapella closing of
"Message in a Bottle."
Waving goodbye to the crowd,
Sting and his entourage left the
audience, well, stung.

Regional Notes...
Oh Coward!
A concert version of the off-Broadway
musical revue, showcasing the witty and
often touching music of Noel Coward.
Performance is Tuesday in Daniel
Auditorium.
Shadow Fax
CDCC will present Shadow Fax in concert in Tillman Auditorium on Nov. 9
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets go on sale Monday
and can be purchased at the
University Union and all Peppermint
Records locations. Tickets are $5 for
students and $8 for the public.
Second City Comedy
The Chicago Second City Comedv
Troupe will perform in Tillman Auditorium on Tuesday at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$3 for students and $5 for the public.
Windam HiU
Share an evening of enchanted
musical talent with classical pianist Liz
Story, modern guitarist Michael Hedges.
,violinist Darol Auger, and mandolinist/
guitarist Mike Marshall. An evening
with these Windam Hill artists promises
to be nothing less than brilliant. Performances will be at 8 p.m. on Nov. 21.
Tickets are $5 for students and $8 for
the public.
__^_
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Scarecrow not a lot of hay
by John Padgett
copy editor
,

Although sounding at times
like Tom Petty and Bruce
Springsteen, John Cougar
Mellencamp's latest album,
Scarecrow, ultimately comes
across as Mellencamp's own unique style.

Album Review
Mellencamp, who has attempted
to introduce quality to the mindlessness of most top-40 pop
songs with such singles as "Jack
and Diane" and "Pink Houses,"
has finally achieved an album
that at least begins to fulfill
some of the moral and ethical
issues that have crept into his
work recently.
The album is essentially an attempt by the singer to discover
and understand his own heritage,
a heritage that is doomed to the
present-day realities of mortgage
foreclosures, migrations to cities,
and the slow death of close
family ties. The opening guitar
licks of "Rain on the Scarecrow"
twang away with a relentless
sense of doom in perfect harmony with Kenny Aronoff's
booming drum set, sounding like
thunder on the horizon to complement the rain.
No less
sensitive to
Mellencamp's themes are the
lyrics. He uses vivid imagery to
push his point, as he demonstrates in "Rain on the
Scarecrow"—"Scarecrow on a
wooden cross, blackbird in the
barn/Four hundred empty acres
that used to be my farm."
Mellencamp's storytelling
skills have also reached an alltime high, surpassing those he
displayed in "Pink Houses" and
"Jack and Diane." In "Minutes
to Memories" he tells about a
bus ride he took many years before and how an old man gave
him some advice—"My family
and friends are the best things
I've known/Through the eye of
the needle I'll carry them home."
The song's narrator then tells
how he ignored the old man's advice to take life as it comes and to
endure it, choosing instead his
own way of doing things. As the
song ends, he has decided the old
man was right and we discover
he is telling the story to his son,

who most likely will ignore the
advice as well. The successive
generations will always rebel
against the older, Mellencamp
implies.
The concept of heritage and
growing up are important
themes on the album. In "Rain
on the Scarecrow," Mellencamp
sings, "Rain on the scarecrow,
blood on the plow/This land fed a
nation, this land made me proud/
And Son I'm just sorry there's
no legacy for you now."
Another song which demonstrates Mellencamp's attention
to heritage is "Small Town," in
which he praises the qualities of
small-town living. It's simple yet
enjoyable melody and the repetition of the phrase "small town"
give it a down-homey feel well
represented by its equally simple
instrumentation.
An outstanding duet with
Rickie Lee Jones on "Between a
Laugh and a Tear" highlights
side two of the album. The song
concerns the slow decay of
life—"When paradise is no longer
fit for you to live in/And your
adolescent dreams are gone"—
and the struggle for a young couple (which one reviewer calls
"Jack and Diane" all grown up)
to stay together in this perpetual
boredom of everyday living.
Mellencamp achieves a sense
of unity on Scarecrow that were

not present on his earlier albums.
"Lonely 01' Night," the first
release from the album, is a pleasant song, but when seen in light
of the overall theme of the album,
it takes on new meaning. The entire album seems obsessed with
an undying sense of loneliness, of
concentration on a single person.
Mellencamp has learned to focus
his ideas to a smaller, less
general subject, and in the process he gets his message across
better.
Not all of the songs are perfect.
Sappy symbolism mar "Justice
and Independence '85," an otherwise lively song paying homage
to '60s rock and roll. "Rumbleseat" loses some of its impact in
misplaced humor—"Well I could
have a nervous breakdown/But I
don't believe in shrinks"—and
the song "You've Got to Stand
for Somethin'" waits until the
last two lines to make a stand for
something.
But these imperfections are
minor compared to the whole
album. With solid songwriting in
"Rain on the Scarecrow,"
"Minutes to Memories," and
"Between a Laugh and a Tear,"
Mellencamp proves to the world
that he is a talented singer/
songwriter and—at least in the
rock and roll world—that, from
now on, his works will eagerly be
awaited for.
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College Achievement Awards and find
out. TIME Magazine is searching for 100 college juniors who
have distinguished themselves by their excellence, in academics and, more importantly, exceptional achievement outside
the classroom. □ The top twenty winners will be awarded

WSBF Top 10
1. REM, Fables of the Reconstruction
2. Talking Heads, Little Creatures
3. New Order, Low-Life
4. Scrit'ti Politti, Cupid and Psyche '85
5. Shriekback, Oil and Gold
6. O.M.D., Crush
7. The Cure, The Head on the Door
8. Untouchables, Wild Child
9. Prefab Sprout, Two wheels Good
10. What is This!, What Is This

TAKE YOU?

$l,000-$5,000 and profiled in a special promotional section
in TIME. Eighty finalists will receive certificates of merit All
100 students will be given first consideration for internships
with participating corporations, some of which are listed
below. □ Details at your dean's office or call 1-800-523-5948.

Time Inc.- The American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc.- Ford Division • U.S Navy Officer Program

TIME

The College Achievement Awards
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Star Show '85 concert shines
by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor

This set the crowd up for Confunkshun's show stopper, "ElecGreenville Auditorium was the tric Lady." The band danced
around the stage while the ausite. "Star Show '85" was the
dience jammed on the floor.
event. Ecstatically wild was the
After getting the crowd into a
evening.
good groove, Confunkshun
brought their show to an end.
The next group on the agenda,
Atlantic Starr, took the spotlight. Beautiful Barbara
"Star Show '85" was made up
Weathers pranced across the
of some of R & B's wildest and
stage singing "Silver Shadow," a
brightest acts of the '80's. Startune from their latest album As
point, Confunkshun, Atlantic
the Bands Turn. And did they
Starr, and the Bar-Kays made up
turn it out.
the funky entourage. Greenville
After warming the audience up
Auditorium would never be the
with "Silver Shadow," Atlantic
same.
Starr slowed down the mood with
Starpoint opened the show
"Touch a Four Leaf Clover."
playing tunes from their current
Barbara's
voice was in splendid
hit album Breathless. After
working the crowd up a bit, Star- form as she sang lightly and
point broke into the current hit clearly.
Barbara then gave the spotsingle, "Object of my desire."
The crowd screamed its light to David Lewis, one of the
three Lewis brothers in the
approval.
After Starpoint closed up its group. The mood of the audience
show, Confunkshun took the seemed to mellow out even more
stage. They opened up with as David sang "Let's Get
"Love's Train," a trademark; Closer."
David strolled across the
ballad. The lead singer, Michael
Cooper, welcomed the crowd to stage, making contact with the
the show as he walked back and entire audience. His voice was in
good form, but Barbara
forth across the stage. The vocals
were delivered pretty strong, Weathers had already claimed
with a gutsy, Teddy Pendergrass voice champion for the evening.'
The next ballad was a duet besound.
tween Barbara and David called
The next ballad Confunkshun
"Secret Lovers." The couple semellowed out on the mike was
quence
between Barbara and
from their current album, Electric Lady, was called "Giving David set the mood for romance,
up on love." Before he started to as they sang to each other. Tosing though, Michael Cooper told gether, their voices held the
the crowd a story about a crowd in awe.
Atlantic Starr brought their
"Greenville" woman. He said she
show
to an end with their funk
led him on and left him hanging,
hit
of
the summer, "Freak-awhich really pysched the audience. Cooper slid into the song Ristic." The beat was steady and
easily, testing his range from a heavy. The reproduction for the
smooth tenor to a deep growling song was good, also. At the end
of the song, the crowd broke into
bass.

Concert Review

a chant with the band, after
which Atlantic Starr bid the audience adieu.
The time for the main event
had arrived. Funk's "bad boys,"''
the Bar-Kays, were ready to take
the stage and the night.
Larry Dodson asked the ladies
what they wanted to hear. The
women began yelling "Anticipation." Dodson taunted them
again with the same question.
This time the audience answered
in unison, "Anticipation."
Dodson eased across the stage
singing in his gritty, grinding
voice which has made the BarKays famous. The women in the
audience screamed uncontrollably as Dodson teased them
with his body movements and
stage antics. The building was
I getting to be too hot for comfort.
! The Bar-Kays brought the
dance beat back to the show with
their current hit "Your Place or
Mine." The crowd danced wildly
and sang along to the rhythm
and blues dance hit. The BarKays themselves danced on the
stage while the crowd screamed
its approval.
It's always been said that you
save the best for last and the
Bar-Kays did. Their hit from the
soundtrack Breakin, "Freak
Show on the Dance Floor"
brought the house down. Lead
singer Larry Dodson became a
"freak" himself as he pranced
about the stage with a boa
constrictor.
The audience became dumbstruck as Dodson kissed the
snake and placed its head inside
of his mouth. After placing the
snake out of sight, the Bar-Kays
got the crowd into a "party"
chant and brought the song to a
thundering finish. "Star Show
' '85" lit up the night.

Comedy troupe performs
by Richard Malinauskas
staff writer
The renowned Second City
comedy troupe, sponsored by the
Union Cultural Committee, will
perform Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium. This is the
first time that such a noted improvisational comedy group,
which Time Magazine called "a
temple of satire," will entertain
on the campus. It should prove
to be a night to remember, say
members of the committee.
Just last December, the Second City Theater in Chicago celebrated its 25th anniversary of

performances. In this relatively
short period, the group has proven to be an invaluable steeping
stone for some of the most eminent actor/commedians today including: Alan Alda, Ed Asner,
Alan Arkin, Dan Aykroyd.John
Belushi, Robert Klein, Shelley
Long, Bill Murray, Mike Nichols,
Martin Short, Gilda Radner, and
John Candy.
This is quite an impressive list
of names for a small cabaret comedy club on the north side of
Chicago.
Nonetheless, Second City
veterans are shaping the mold of

future comedic traditions.
Whether it be in television.
("Saturday Night Live" and
"SCTV"), or in the movies,
"Caddyshack," "Meatballs,"
"Animal House," "Stripes," and
"Ghostbusters," their early experience at Second City has proven to be priceless.
Tickets can be purchased at
the Union Box Office at $3 for
students and $5 for the public, or
at the door the night of the performance. Committee members
expect it to be a fresh and exciting improvisational comedy
show.

Announcing the Formation of the

Symphonic Band
Music 362

Jazz Ensemble
Music 363

Clemson Community Band
Meeting Mondays 7:30-9:00 P.M.

Audition Information and Other Details Available in the
University Band Room, 717 Strode Tower or Call 3380.

24-HR. DELI 654-8101
KOSHER STYLE SANDWICHES
Corned Beef
Peppered Beef
Pastrami
Turkey
Kielbasa
Roast Beef

2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
Cheese $.35 Extra

Hoagie
Reuben
Italian Sub
Cheddar Melt
Cheese Deli

2.95
2.95
3.05
2.95
2.55

,

GRILL ITEMS
Meat Ball Sub
Phili Cheese Steak
Steak-N-A-Sack
Filet Mignon Sandwich
"Tiger Burger" (chuck 1/4 lb.).
Rib-Eye Sandwich
Grilled Cheese
Egg Sandwich
Club Sandwich
Ham & Eggs
Sausage & Eggs
Pastrami & Eggs
Steak & Bagel
Gyro
Chicken Filet Sandwich

2.95
3.50
2.95
3.65
2.50
3.50
1.45
1.45
2.95
2.25.
2.25
2.25
1.95
2.75
1.95

'

WORLD CHEESE LIST
Smoked Cheddar
Super Sharp
Hot Pepper
Provelone
Mozzarella
Gouda
American
Swiss
Mueuster
Cream Cheese

.■
•

4.25/lb.
4.40/lb.
'.. 2.95/lb.
4.25/lb.
4.25/lb.
4.65/lb.
3.10/lb.
4.25/lb.
4.40/lb.
2.95/lb.

Cheese Cakes
Baklava

1.25
95

BREAKFAST ANYTIME!!!
Steak & Eggs
(3 eggs, toast, trench fries, choice of
5 oz. filet or 7 oz. rib eye)
Bacon & Eggs
Sausage & Eggs
Ham & Eggs
•

4.95

2.75
2.75
2.75

OMELETTES
Cheese
•
Ham
Sausage
Western
(served with french fries, tomatoes, toast)
Bagel w/Cream Cheese
Bagel Deli Sandwich
•
(meat & cheese included)

2.65
2.95
2.95
2.95

1-10
1 95
-
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London theater excursion planned for December
A London theatre excursion, which includes a feur-day stay in Paris, is planned
for Dec. 26 through Jan. 7, according to
Jere Hodgin, tour coordinator and
English professor.
"Europeans celebrate the 12 days of
Christmas and we'll be there experiencing
and exploring the best of it," Hodgin said.
"From the best productions in London to
an incomparable New Year's Eve in Paris,
the opportunity an excursio" such
this
affords us is simply unreal."
The cost for the tour, SI,220. includes
round trip air transportation from Atlanta
or another international airport, room and
breakfast in centrally-located four-star
London and Paris hotels, tours of London
and Paris, travel by luxury charter bus
and fast ferry to Paris, airport transfers,
and excursions to places such as the Chartres Cathedral, Stratford-upon-Avon, the
Shakespeare Museum, the Canterbury
Cathedral, and Versailles.
Also included in the cost are seven
plays: Othello, performed by the Royal
Shakespeare Company at its London

Theatre, Chorus of Disapproval by Alan
Ayckbourne, The Critic by Richard
Sheridan, The Real Inspector Hound by
Tom Stoppard, Yonadab by Peter Shaffer
Nicholas Nickelby, performed by the
Royal Shakespeare Company at Stratford,
and Mutiny or Starlite Express.
Sponsored by the South Carolina
Theatre Association, the 12-day tour is
planned in conjunction with the London
Intercollegiate Theatre Experience.
LITEX is a branch of Anglophiles Academic English Study Programmes, Ltd., a
British-based educational organization
with more than ten year's experience in
conducting London theatre programs.
The deadline for reservations is Nov. 1.
A non-refundable $100 deposit must accompany each registration, and a $750
payment is due Nov. 15. The remaining
balance is due Nov. 25. Participants who
wish to remain in London until Jan. 9 may
do so by paying an additional $25.
All interested in joining the tour or
receiving further information should contact Hodgin at 320 Strode Tower, 656-3446.

THE FOREIGN SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES

Department of State
Department of Commerce
U.S. Information Agency
Compete to become a Foreign Service Officer
Applications are now being accepted for the Foreign Service
Written Examination, which will be held on December 7,1985.
They must reach the Educational Testing Service in Princeton,
New Jersey, by October 25,1985.
Obtain the official application booklet at your administrative/
placement office on campus, or telephone (703) 235-9369 for a copy.
A Foreign Service career is much more than just a job; it is a
way of life requiring commitment, self-discipline, and sacrifice.
However, the opportunity for personal growth and satisfaction, as
well as the possibility of influencing the course of history, could be
yours.
:=,
Take the FSO examination on December 7.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

HUDDLE
HOUSE
Hwy. 123

OPEN 24 HOURS
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Breakfast Always Served

SPECIAL

GOOD ONLY AT
CLEMSON

OFFER EXPIRES
OCT. 24, 1985

WAFFLE, 2 Eggs Any Style,
Bacon, Ham, or Sausage
$
Must present this coupon

2.99

SAVE

file photo

The London tour includes a visit to Ann Hathaway's cottage,
Shakespeare's residence after his return from London.
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Tigers keep it simple, run past Cavaliers
by David Brandes
assistant sports editor

Joe DeFoor/senior staff photographer

Tailback Kenny Flowers follows Chris Lancaster around the right side
for a 12-yard touchdown Saturday in Death Valley.

The Tigers found the answer to their offensive woes in a familar place—simplicity.
Head coach Danny Ford and the Tigers
relied on the advice of legend Frank
Howard, just using basic off-the-corner
running plays combined with play-action
passes to defeat the Virginia Cavaliers for
the 25th consecutive time 27-24.
"We cut our plays down to about seven
or eight basic formations that can be run
either way," said head coach Danny Ford.
"We were really asking our young guys to
do too much and our older guys weren't
adjusting either."
, The hardnose running style employed
by the Tigers was reminiscent of championship teams of the past as the Tigers
had two tailbacks, Stacey Driver and
Kenny Flowers, gaining over a 100 yards.
The Tigers gained a'total of 299 yards on
the ground for the day.
Combined with an effective rushing attack was a conservative, play-action based passing game spearheaded by redshirted freshman Rodney Williams.
Wilkams was 7-12 for 105 yards and
engineered three 80-yard or more drives
all resulting in touchdowns.
"I was very happy with Rodney's performance Saturday," said Ford. "He did
some things out there that I didn't know
he could do and showed some good poise

towards the end of the game."
Rodney Williams' longest pass of the
day was also the most crucial. With the
Tigers trailing 24-20 at the beginning of
the fourth quarter, Williams hit Ray
Williams over the middle and he
scampered 53 yards to the Virginia 12yard line.
On the very next play, Kenny Flowers
crashed into the end zone capping a sixplay, 85-yard drive that gave the Tigers a
lead that would stand the rest of the
game.
The Cavaliers had a chance late in the
game as the Tigers were forced to punt
from their own 17 with 2:43 left in the
game. However, Virginia roughed punter
Andy Newell, giving the ball back to the
Tigers who ran out the clock to record
their second win of the season.
"The roughing-the-punter penalty was
big, they had an all-man blitz and brought
10 men," said Ford. "We weren't concerned
about the penalty, we just wanted to get
the ball off. I guess that play won the
football game."
The Tiger erased a 17-13 halftime
deficit with a razzle-dazzle play sharply
contrasting the conservative game plan.
Ray Williams took the ball on a reverse
pitch-out and sidearmed the ball 29 yards
to a wide open Terrence Roulhac to give
the Tigers a 20-17 lead with 9:23 remaining.
See Virginia, page 26

Booters pad playoff claim, sweep three straight
by Patrick Turner
staff writer
The Clemson soccer team
hosted three of the nation's topranked teams last week and came
out unscathed to up their record
to 14-0-1.
On three successive home
stands the Tigers took on
Southern Connecticut State, the
top-ranked team in NCAA Division II, South Carolina, the
No. 5-ranked team in the nation,
and USCS, the No. 5-ranked
team in the NAIA polls.
The Tigers entered the toughest
portion of their schedule thus
far in the season Oct. 9 against
Southern Connecticut State in a
battle of No. 1-ranked teams.
Gary Conner began the scoring
at the 21:54 mark when he took
an assist from Paul Crollo and
found the net from eight yards
out.
Minutes later, Clemson goalie
Chris Dudley prevented a tie
when he leaped across the goal to
punch a SCSU shot over the
crossbar. With just 1:55 gone in
the second half, Pete Stebbins's
shot found the net to score what
proved to the winning goal for
the Tigers. Four minutes later an
SCSU shot bounced off the ri&ht
goalpost to Elias Zurita who shot
the ball into the net.
The final score of the game
came when Gary Conner was
granted an indirect free kick in
the penalty box. Conner tapped
the ball to Bruce Murray who
blasted the ball from five yards

out.
Coach I. M. Ibrahim was pleased
with his team's performance in
the game. "I was very happy
with the way we played,"
Ibrahim said. "We shed all our
egos and whatever else was
bothering us the past two weeks
and came up with a good win."
Last Sunday the No. 5-ranked
Gamecocks brought a 13-0 record
and a five-game shutout streak
to Riggs Field. At the end of the
day both their winning streak
and their shutout streak were
only memories as the Tigers ripped to a 3-1 victory in front of
6,500 fans.
The Gamecocks drew first
blood at the 4:07 mark as Danny
Ratcliff scored from a one-on-one
situation with Tiger goalie Chris
Dudley. Their lead was short lived,
however, as the Tigers began to
■*■ roll. Paul Rutenis headed a high
corner kick by Eric Eichmann into
the goal at the 11:48 mark to tie
the game and end the Gamecock
shutout streak.
Seven minutes later, Bruce
Murray put Clemson ahead for
good. Murray stole the ball from
a Gamecock defender at the top
of the box and fired a shot past
the Carolina goalie to give the
Tigers the lead.
With just over three minutes
left in the first half, Murray converted a Gary Conner pass into
the second goal of the game to
end all scoring.
Clemson had many scoring opportunities in the second half,
but a combination
of bad
commnauon oi
oau luck
uu*.

and improved Gamecock goalkeeping kept the ball out of the
net. South Carolina had a chance
to close its deficit late in the
game as the ball got loose in
front of the Tiger's goal. Every (
shot Carolina took, however, was
deflected by Clemson defenders
until the ball was finally cleared
out beyond midfield.
Carolina had one final scoring
opportunity as Doug Allison
found his way behind the Tiger
defense. Allison fired a shot from
12 yards out, but goalkeeper
Chris Dudley made a diving save
to thwart the attack.
Coach Ibrahim was pleased
with his team's team-oriented
play in the win."Clemson's effectiveness comes from the fact that
we are a great team and we play
well together."
With the victory over South
Carolina, Clemson virtually
assured itself a spot in the
NCAA playoffs, while improving
its series record against USC to
9-0-0.
Perhaps the most important
development in the Tigers' quest
for a second national championship occured Tuesday in practice.
Goalkeeper Chris Dudley, who
leads the team with 30 saves,
separated his shoulder and will
be out of the lineup from three to
five weeks.
Clemson thus faced USCSpartanburg with reserve goalie
Shawn Cartmill in the goal. The
Joe DeFoor/senior staff photographer
Rifles opened the scoring early in
Goalie Chris Dudley goes high to keep a shot on goal
the first half. They held onto this
from finding the net in the Tiger's 3-1 win over USC.
See
— Soccer,
-, page
K-B- 27"
-•
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Important victories a fitting climax for homecoming

*
_
A weekend with beauty queens, answered dreams, and a guy named Stingwhat more could one ask for?

TRAILING THE TIGER

Tommy Trammel I
Sports Editor
While the beauty pageant and the concern continued in the spirit of homecomings gone by, it was the inspiring play
of the Tiger football and soccer teams
that made last weekend in Tigertown one
worth coming home to.
Although most Tiger fans had
fidence in coach I. M. Ibrahim s No. 1-

,o„w hno^rs
ranked
booters chances
chances against
against South
South
Carolina, there had been few folks singing
the praises of coach Danny Ford's Tigers
prior to Saturday's date with the
Cavaliers.
With the No. 5-ranked Gamecocks and
the high-flying Cavaliers coming to town,
the prospects for a happy ending to
Homecoming '85 seemed bleek at best.
Tiger turnaround
I had groaned last week at the news
that the Tigers were going back to the
basics, which I figured could only mean
one thing—run, run, run. Instead, on
Saturday I saw the Tigers mix it up on
the ground with quick traps, sweeps, and
options with the offensive line paving the
way.
The end result was a powerful running

Roulhac.
game, headed by the 100-yard plus perform- and Terrance Roulhac
Roulhac Scored on the same reverse
ances of Stacey Driver and Kenny
pitch play that Williams had taken in for
Flowers.
While the defense had been playing well a touchdown the previous week against
throughout the young season, the offense Kentucky. Wilkams also did a little imperhad been looking for that one spark to get sonating of his own, as he pulled the ole'
it going—enter red-shirt freshman Doug Flutie imitation—scrambling around
on the reverse before hurling a pass to a
quarterback Rodney Williams.
In his first real test, the young signal- wide-open Roulhac in the endzone.
Though it may not be quite the time to
caller seemed to be the steadying factor
that the Tigers needed as Williams engi- get out the Florida tour guide to plan a
neered four scoring drives of 80 yards or Christmas bowl trip, the Tigers sure
more and put 27 points on the board. A seemed to get their act together and
good part of that yardage came on the op- things looked a lot better heading into the
tion, with Williams coolly pitching at the conference schedule.
last possible second to either Driver or
Chicken kicken'
Flowers for a big gain.
While the guys on the gridiron at this
The Tigers also found a way to "reverse" their losing ways with some razzle- See Victories, page 31
~~
dazzle, courtesy of receivers Ray Williams
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Blue Devils look for revenge at home against Tigers
Tight end Jason Cooper has hauled in 16
passes for 192 and two scores.
The offensive line is a senior-dominated
unit with Ted Million (6-5, 270), an allconference candidate, back at one guard
spot. He is joined by Mike Higginbotham
(6-3, 255). Paul Constantino (6-2, 260)
starts at center for the Blue Devils, and
the tackles are Roy Brabson (6-4, 270) and
Justin Beckett (6-3, 280).

by Tommy Trammell
sports editor
The Duke Blue Devils, under the direction of third-year head coach Steve Sloan,
bring a 2-3 record into Saturday's
showdown with the Tigers at Durham.
Duke will be looking for its first win
over the Tigers at home since 1975, when
the Blue Devils defeated the Tigers 25-21.
Last year in Death Valley, the Tigers
jumped out to a 41-0 halftime lead over
Duke and cruised to an easy 54-21 victory.
Sloan welcomed 17 starters back from
last year's 2-9 squad, including nine on offense and eight on defense. Duke opened
the season with a 40-17 win over Northwestern, then fell 29-18 to West Virginia.
They then beat Ohio 34-13 before suffering a pair of setbacks to Virginia, 37-14,
and South Carolina, 29-17.
Offense
The Blue Devils are averaging 335.4
yards in total offense thus far in the
season, which is 21 yards more than the
defense is allowing per game. That total
breaks down into 132.6 yards rushing and
202.8 yards through the air per ballgame.
Junior tailback Julius Granthan (6-0,
190) missed six games last season with a
knee injury but still led the Blue Devils in
rushing with 395 yards. He has also had
injury problems this year, and is Listed as.
doubtful for the Clemson game due to an
ankle sprain.
Despite his injuries, Grantham is
presently leading Duke in rushing with
178 yards on 53 carries and three touchdowns. All three scores came in the Blue

Virginia-—
continued from page 25
Both offenses stagnated on
their next possession giving the
Cavaliers the ball with 4:09 remaining. The Cavaliers marched
47 yards in eight plays making
the score 24-20. This however,
proved to be the Cavaliers' last
score of the afternoon.
The Tigers took the opening
kickoff on a 10-play, 58-yard
drive highlighted by Stacey
Driver's 20-yard gain to the
Cavaliers 15 yard line. This set
up David Treadwell's 25-yard
field goal to make the score 3-0.
The Cavaliers scored the next
10 points with a field goal set-up
by an interception of Williams'
pass at the Tigers' 27. The Tigers
knotted the score up again at
10-10 on a 26-yard reverse by
Terrance Rouhlac that culminated a. 12-play, 91-yard drive
that ate 5:05 off the clock.
The Cavaliers answered with
9:26 left in the half to finish the
first half scoring at 17-10.
Virginia's Don Majkowski threw
a 33-yard touchdown pass to cap
an eight-play, 80-yard drive.
Individual performances that
sparkled for the Tigers were
many. Stacey Driver rushed for
121 yards and Kenny Flowers
added 111. Rodney Williams ran
the offense well, passing for 101
yards on seven out of 12 and Ray
Williams provided the Tigers'
only touchdown pass of the game
on a reverse option. Terrance
Roulhac also added a touchdown
on a reverse, which turned out to
be the Tigers' longest run from
scrimmage in the game.
On defense, Keith Williams
had 11 stops while Henry Walls
made 13 tackles including the
Tigers' only sack of the game.
A. J. Johnson made eight stops
and Steve Berlin added six.

Keep things
in

Defense
The Blue Devil defense is led by junior
linebacker Mike Junkin (6-4, 245), who
has registered 80 tackles through just
five games. Fellow linebackers Pete
Stubbs and Andy Andreasik are next in
tackles with 48 and 44, respectively.
Through five games, the defensive unit
has allowed 314.4 yards per game—153.0
rushing and 161.4 passing. The secondary
has come up with eight interceptions, anchored by the excellent play of free safety
Allen Scales and cornerback Dewayne
Terry.
Scales has recorded 26 tackles and has
one interception; while Terry has 19 stops
and one interception. Rover Bob Calamari
has picked off two opponent passes and
made 18 hits while playing as a reserve.
hie phutu

Devil's win over Ohio University.
Sophomore Steve Slayden has taken
over at quarterback, having thrown for
777 yards for a 194.3 per game average.
Starting at fullback will be Tracy Smith,
who carries a 3.5-yard average per carry
into the game with the Tigers.
Taking over for the injured Gratham at

tailback will be freshman Wayne Charles,
who is coming off his best performance in
which he rushed nine times for 23 yards
against South Carolina last week.
When the Blue Devils take to the passing game, Slayden's favorite target is
split end Doug Green, who has 27 receptions for 322 yards and two touchdowns.
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Kicking game
The kicking game has cost the Blue
Devils this season. Punter Anthony
Dilweg has his best outing against USC in
which he averaged 45.8 a punt to raise his
season average to 38.5. Place kicker Ken
Harper hit two field goals in the season
opener, but hasn't hit since and had one
kickoff returned 100 yards in the USC
game.

The Tigers will be looking to stop the Blue Devils again in Saturday's
shoot-out in Durham.
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Club football the next best thing in college competition
by Rick Taylor
staff writer
To some people, football is
more than a game-it is an obsession.
That is why 35 young men at
Clemson University spend an
hour and half, three afternoons a
week, practicing a sport, most of
whose participants stop playing
once their high school days are
over. These 35 are the Clemson
Football Club Tigers, a "fullcontact" football team which
competes against other collegiate
and community club teams
throughout North and South
Carolina.
The club, formed in 1976, is
composed mainly of ex-high
school players, said Donnie
Allen, who serves as the team's
head coach.
"Most of the guys out here
weren't big enough, coming out
of high school, to play college ball
on the varsity level," Allen said.
"On the average, most of them
are b'S" to 510" and weight between 155 and 185. Or course,
we've got some that are smaller
and some that are larger than
that."
Eric Powell, a freshman administrative management major
from Camden, is a 136-pound
defensive back for the team.
"I had been playing organized
football for nine straight years
until this summer, and I missed
it. I just wasn't ready to give
[playing football] up," Powell
said.
"Then, my cousin, who plays on
the team, told me about the club.
So, I decided to come out for the

team.
"I'm glad I did, because it has
given me a chance to continue
playing," Powell said.
Justin Ackerman, a third-year
club member and assistant
coach, shares Powell's enthusiasm for the game.
"I love football," said
Ackerman. "I saw the club team
play several years ago, and it
made me want to play. So, I
joined them."
Not everyone on the team has
high school playing experience.
In fact, four or five club members
had never played a down of organized football in their lives until they joined the team, said
Allen.
"We keep things on a pretty
basic level. We mainly work on
technique," Allen said. "That
makes it fairly easy for someone
who hasn't played before to play
for the team.
"Also, we use, pretty much, the
basic offensive and defensive formations. That especially helps
the newcomers and lessexperienced players," he said.
Riki Melton is a team member
who had no previous playing experience before joining the club.
A junior financial management
major, Melton plays right cornerback for the team.
"I was too small to play football in high school [Lancaster],
but I had always wanted to
play," said Melton, a second-year
club member. "After I came to
Clemson, I heard about the club.
When I heard that no experience
was needed, I decided to give it a
try."
Melton does not believe his in-

Soccer—

PRECISION CUTS

continued from page 25
J. R. Fenton, assisted by Gary
Conner and Pete Stebbins, scored
to tie the game at 1-1.
The score remained knotted
until early in the second half.
With just 4:53 gone in the half,
J. R. Fenton headed a Bruce
Murray corner kick into the goal
to give the Tigers a 2-1 advantage. Only 48 seconds later Eric
Eichmann scored on an assist
from Murray and Fenton to put
the Tigers in the lead for good,
3-1.
But the Tigers were only halfway done. At the 56—54 mark,
USCS goalie Jorge Valenzuela
deflected a Clemson shot in front
of the goal. Eichmann was waiting and sci ssor-kicked the rebound for hii? eighth goal of the
season.
At the 66:25 mark, Gary Conner
scored on an assist from Murray.
This shot rewrote the Clemson
record books. With it, Conner
moved into the sixth spot on the
all-time Clemson scoring list with
44 goals. Murray's assist was his
third of the second half, which is
a record for the most assists in a
half and in a game.
USCS scored on a penalty shot
late in the game, but Oliver
Kacurov retaliated with just over
seven minutes left to play to give
Clemson a 6-2 victory.
Clemson travels to Raleigh,
N.C. this Sunday to take on NC
State. State, who has been ranked
as high as third this season, tied
No. 2 Virginia 2-2 last weekend. t
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experience hindered him in any way
"Not at all," he said. "I was
taught and shown exactly what
to do. Donnie is a real good
teacher.
'The hitting did take some getting used to. It was different
from anything I'd ever experienced before. But, after I got
used to it, I loved it," said
Melton.
Melton's roommate, Kevin
Truesdel, is the team's tailback.
Like Melton, Truesdel did not
play high school football.
"The main reason I'm on the
team is because Riki kept after
me to come out and give it a try,"
said Truesdel, in his second year
with the team. "But I had always
wanted to play, and I saw this as
a challenge."
Club membership is open to
any student or employee of the
University with the exception of
current and ex-varsity football
players, said Allen.
"Since we are a student
organization, we are not permitted to deny membership to any
[student]. Therefore, we can't
make roster cuts." Allen sain"
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415 Hwy. 123
Clemson

Call for Appt.
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"Consequently, everybody that
comes out for the team gets a
chance to play."
Being a student organization
entitles the club to student
government funds which help
pay for the team's travel and
equipment, said Allen.
"We also hold various fundraisers throughout the year to
help defray the club's expenses,"
he said. "Plus, we get some shoes
and balls handed down to us
from the varsity."
The club, which plays a ninegame regular season schedule, no
longer plays its games with any
special rules in effect, as was the
case in years past, said Allen.
"We now play by official college football rules," he said. "We
hire referees from the State
Referees' Association to officiate
the games."
Despite the fiercely physical
nature of football, the club has
been fortunate where injuries are
concerned.
"In the nine years that the club
has been playing, we've had only
one serious injury," Allen said.
"That happened last year when

one of the guys broke his
shoulder.
"The less-experienced players
seem to get injured more often,"
he said. "Since they don't have
the conditioning that the experienced players have, they're
more prone to pulled muscles.
"One of our primary concerns is
getting these players in the best
possible shape they can be in. We
use the varsity's weight training
program to help us in that area"
Allen, who played on the club's
first team in 76, has seen a
change in both the number and
types of players the club attracts.
"Not only do we get more
players to come out than we used
to, but we're getting more
dedicated and better players
than we had in the past," Allen
said. "In fact, a few of the players
[in recent yearsl have gone on to
make the varsity team.
"Our main goal is to have fun,
but we're serious about what
we're doing. We stress playing
together like a family."
The club is one of only two club
teams in South Carolina. The rest
of the team's opponents are
North Carolina based. Thus, the
club competes in the North
Carolina Club Football League,
said Allen.
As this season gets under way,
Allen said the team is hoping to
improve upon last season's
second-place Western Division
finish, the club's best finish ever.
All club games are scheduled
for Sunday afternoons at 2 p.m.
Home games will be played at
the University's rugby field. Admission is free.
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Volleyball team enjoys successful Florida tourney
by Eric Keller
staff writer

providing Clemson with 15 kills.
Freshman standout Wendy
Anderson added 13 in the effort.
Mialander also contributed two
more service aces.
Commenting on the first day
success of his team, head coach
Wayne Norris said, "I was very
pleased with our effort today. We
had good bench play and I was
also pleased with our blocking.
Our offense and our defense are
starting to gel. Our girls would
not give up when we were
behind."
Statistically Mailander led the
team with 13 blocks. Anderson
followed with seven while
sophomore Joy Flemming had
five.

The Lady Tiger Volleyball team
headed south last weekend to
Orlando, to compete in the Central Florida Volleyball tournament. The tournament began Friday with eight universities competing. The Lady Tigers won
their first three matches, but
dropped their next two to finish
tied for third place for the
weekend.
Friday
Clemson immediately let it be
known that they were a force to
be reckoned with for the weekend
as they opened up with two
straight three-game victories.
The Lady Tigers faced Stetson
in their match. Coming from behind in all three games, Clemson
shut out their opponents in a
tight match, winning 15-13,
15-13, 15-14.
Individually Denise Murphy
had 14 kills for the match. Junior
Brenda Mailander added eight
kills and five service aces during
the victory.
Next the Lady Tigers faced the
hosts of the tournament. In a
highly-offensive match, Clemson
downed Central Florida 15-13,
15-5, and 15-13. Murphy continued with her excellent play

Saturday
Clemson won its first match
Saturday against the University
of South Alabama. This match
marked the first time during the
weekend that the Lady Tigers
lost a game. They needed four
games to win the match 15-10,
15-5, 12-15, and 15-5.
Again, Denise Murphy was an
important key for the Lady
Tigers, leading the squad with 17
kills. Anderson also played a
significant role, scoring 11 kills
during the match.
Saturday afternoon the Lady
Tigers ran into the University of

Harriers take
top honors
in invitational

Alabama-Birmingham. Earher in
the season Clemson forced their
foes to five games before falling,
in a tight match. This time the
story was slightly different.
UAB took only three games to
dispose of the Lady Tigers. The
scores were 15-4, 15-6, and 17-15.
The loss marked the ending of a
five-match winning streak by
Clemson.
Despite the loss to UAB, Clemson finished the opening rounds
with a 3-1 record, which was good
enough to qualify them for the
semis.
Clemson ran into Florida International University in the semis.
FIU remained undefeated for the
tournament as they rolled over
the Lady Tigers 15-3, 15-4, and
15-7. The loss left Clemson in a
tie for third place at the end of
the weekend.
The excellent and consistent
play of Denise Murphy was rewarded by her selection to AllTournament team.
Upcoming
Virginia will travel to Tigertown for a crucial ACC contest .
tonight at 7 p.m., in Jervey The
Tigers now 9-18, have won six of
Rob Biggerstaff/senior staff photographer
their last nine contests and are
looking to improve upon their 1-1
Kim Smith and the Lady Tigers have risen to the occaACC mark against a strong
sion in winning five of their last nine games.
Cavalier team.

NEW LOW

STUDENT AIR FARES

by Ronnie Green
staff writer
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$100
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WASHINGTON
$140

Clemsons' men's and women's
cross country teams competed in
the Fur man Invitational Tournament in Greenville, S.C. this past
weekend.
In the men's events, the Tigers
finished in a tie for first with
East Tennessee State University
with 82 points apiece. Florida
finished close behind with 84
points, followed by Georgia with
117 points, and Kentucky with
146 points.
Martin Flynn of Clemson finished in fourth place in the individual standings with a time of
30:43 in the 10 kilometer run.
Jim Haughey, a former Clemson
runner, finished in second place
with a time of 30:11.
"This was the first 10K for the
new runners, the freshmen," said
Flynn. "We were not in condition
for the run in the heat."
In the women's events, the
Tigers finished in second place
with 57 points behind Kentucky
who took first-place honors with
55 points. Following the Tigers,
there was Alabama with 81 points,
Virginia with 82 points, and
Auburn with 151 points.
The Lady Tigers were led by
Tina Krebs and Ute Jamrozy.
Krebs finished the tournament in
second place with a time of 17:29
in the 5 kilometer race. Krebs
was followed by Jamrozy with a
time of 17:30 in the individual
standings. Those two top finishes led the Lady Tigers to a
second-place overall finish.
"We had prepared real hard,"
commented Krebs, "We could've
won the team title but everybody
was tired. The next time we meet
Kentucky, I think we could beat
them."
Both men's and women's cross
country teams will compete in
the Atlantic Coast Conference
cross country meet in Raleigh,
N.C. on Saturdy, Nov. 2.
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Kenny Danforth: looking for that right combination
by Pam Sheppard

associate editor
Mold Julius Erving, Ron Gossett Jr.,
Bill Cosby, and Diahann Carroll into one
person and you'll find Kenny Danforth, or
at least the person he's trying to become.

Player Profile
Someone with class and dignity, grace
and control, dedication and inspiration.
Someone who has chosen a path and
managed to walk it successfully. Someone
who's ambitious yet realistic, compassionate yet not overly-sympathetic,
.family-oriented yet independent.
Kenny, now a senior strong safety on
the Tiger football team, started playing
baseball—not football—in first grade and
that was always what he wanted to be
when he "grew up."
But when he was in fifth grade he decided to fill his autumn months with football. There was only one problem, though;
he decided to play two days after Coach
Langley's pee wee practice began.
"I had been thinking about playing
football," the Aiken native said, "and I
kept mentioning it to my dad. Finally we
went out there, except Coach Langley
already had enough kids playing."
Two weeks later Langley called to say
there was an opening on the team. Kenny
was to be at that afternoon's scrimmage if
he still wanted to play.
"I don't really know why I wanted to
play; baseball was where my heart was
and that's why it didn't bother me when I
didn't get to play at first. I had akeady
gone to sign up for church league basketball," Kenny said. "I wasn't even thinking about what football really meant until
the coach sent me out on kick off. As a kid
I had always feared getting hit in the
stomach. Somehow I thought it was the
softest part of a kid's body. So what happened? I went out there and someone
knocked me square in the stomach. That's
when I stopped and said, 'Wait a minute;
this is football!'"
Since that time Kenney has learned
much more about what football is . After
being named most valuable player of that
pee wee team the following year, he went
on to the 1980 Shrine Bowl after his
senior year of high school football and
was also named All-county and All-state
in baseball as first baseman.
When he came to Clemson, though, he
had to give up baseball and concentrate
on football. It wasn't an easy task, nor

the

was it one he easily accepted. "I didn't get
a baseball scholarship from a good school,
so I had to choose football."
During the first years he thought about
playing both sports, but he kept putting
baseball off.
"I just couldn't miss spring football
practice to play baseball and still expect a
spot on the team in the fall," he said, explaining his reasons for dropping baseball. "I knew I'd go into the fall further
down the depth chart. Since I was here for
football, I had to show them and myself
that I had the dedication."
Going into this last spring practice,
Kenny thought of baseball again, but by
that time it was too late; he had
waited too long. "This last time I probably could have gotten away with it without losing my spot, but I figured I
couldn't make an impact on the team this
late. There's just no way."
So he directed himself towards his final
season of Clemson football. Coach Denning
has commented several times on his
dedication during the spring and on how
he has been an inspiration to other
players. "This is it, I thought last
spring," Kenny said. "I've got to give it
my all now, or possibly never."
Thus far in the season, he has recorded
33 tackles, 14 solo tackles, 23 assists, and
six passes broken up. He's also intercepted the ball once and caused two
fumbles. His present season goals include
75 tackles, six interceptions, and All-ACC.
During Kenny's first year at Clemson,
he saw little action in Death Valley, yet
learned a lot about the game from Tiger
greats like Terry Kinard, Jeff Davis,
Homer Jordan, and Cliff Austin—all successful professional players now. Since he
played only in the Wake Forest game, he
had a great deal of time to watch the actions of other players.
"Somehow, right after I got here, I
became good friends with Terry, Jeff,
Homer, and Cliff," he said. "I watched
how they handled everything from the
press to the fans. Jeff used to tell me
about Christianity and education, and the
role those two must play.
"Those guys also taught me what it
takes. You've got to put out and put out
and put out before you ever reap any
rewards—too many people get tired of
waiting, but nothing's free, nothing's
easy. It takes a lot to get where you want
to be."
Kenny's parents were the first to teach
him about reaping rewards from the
aspects of life outside football, especially
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Kenny Danforth
education. "My mom is always asking,
"How are you doing in school Kenny?
How's your classwork coming along?"
Thanks a lot to them I know academics
are the most important aspect of Clemson. The gift to play ball was given to me
by God; the gift to receive an education
while playing ball was what Clemson gave
me.
"I realize so much, but I'm lazy and I
put things off just like that baseball" he
said. "I could kick myself for all the times
I've said 'You could do better, Kenny,'
but I'm doing okay, better with each year.
And I'll get my degree. My parents most
look forward to the day they can watch
me walk across the stage and receive my
diploma; I just couldn't go home without
it. I couldn't disappoint them that way or
myself."
Kenny received that sincere guidance
from his parents early in life, yet he is
sympathetic with those players who
didn't—those players who have trouble
with school work, those players who need
someone to push them, someone they've
never had.
"It's sad that players, especially black
players, are stereotyped," he said. "It's
disappointing and even embarrasing,
though, to see them blame so many
things from their past on life how. Sure,
there's a lot of people to blame, a lot of excuses to throw out, but if they're not
pushing themselves in the classroom like
they are on the field, it's their fault. It's
their fault when they don't know what's
going on in a class. If there's something
due; I 'm going to be at least in the vicin-

ity of it. Some players are not even embarrased by not knowing what's going on."
Since Clemson's recent change in
philosophy concerning academics and
athletics, the football team has been affected positively; now, players are getting
that needed push in the classroom.
"It's easy to get so involved in winning
that you forget about anything else,"
Kenny said. "The administration is plugging away now; they're trying. They're
pushing academics like academics should
be pushed."
Kenny's pushing academics, too, inside
and outside the classroom. He subscribes
to 12 different magazines including
Vanity Fair, Sports Illustrated, Better
Homes and Gardens, Fortune, and Vogue.
"I'm interested in so many things, and I
want people to know that there's more to
Kenny than football. You can keep up
with life by reading," he said. "I
subscribe to Vogue and Vanity Fair
because I think it is important for guys to
keep up with women^their thoughts and
styles.
"I want a lot out of life. I sit and
read how Larry Hagman and his wife
designed a magnificent home, or I see the
one George Benson has with about 40
rooms. It's incredible how those people
are so successful and so happy."
Kenny realizes that he may have to look
for success off the gridiron if a professional career in football doesn't work out.
Football will, be his first choice, but one of
many paths.
"I want to play ball; it's so much a part
of me. To just drop it after the South
Carolina game in November will be hard,
but I'm preparing myself for that," he
said.
Being happy and being dedicated to
your work and to people make you successful, according to Kenny. He can do
that in marketing after receiving his
degree in administrative management, if
that's the way life after college works out.
"There's an old big house in Aiken right
down the road from my parents," he said.
"I have always planned to have my home
there. It needs a lot of work, but it's just
beautiful with a big kitchen and three
fireplaces. You've got to be successful to
fix that house, and I'm determined to be
happily successful when I live there."
Kenny may not be a Julius Erving, Lou
Gossett Jr., Bill Cosby, and Diahann
Carroll molded into one. He may not even
be on a professional football field. He'll be
happy and successful, though. That mold
has already been set in his character.

LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW
FROM A COURSE OR THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECEIVING FINAL GRADES
FRIDAY, OCT. 25, 1985, IS THE LAST DAY
FOR WITHDRAWAL FROM
A COURSE OR THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECEIVING FINAL GRADES
TO WITHDRAW FROM A COURSE, A STUDENT MUST:
. . . PICK UP A COURSE WITHDRAWAL FORM
FROM THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE
104 SIKES HALL
... SECURE THE SIGNATURE OF THE
ACADEMIC ADVISOR
AND THE COURSE INSTRUCTOR
. . . RETURN THE COURSE WITHDRAWAL FORM
TO THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE
NO LATER THAN 4:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, OCT. 25, 1985
NON-ATTENDANCE OR CESSATION OF CLASS
ATTENDANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE WITHDRAWAL
NOTE: MANY SCHOLARSHIP, LOAN, AND GRANT
PROGRAMS REQUIRE THAT THE STUDENT
MAINTAIN FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT. FOR
UNDERGRADUATES THIS MEANS A
MINIMUM OF 12 SEMESTER HOURS.
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Ultimate frisbee
It's taking students, campus by storm
by Mark Grahne
staff writer
The word ultimate usually brings ideas of being the best or the
greatest, however lately it has
been used to name a game: Ultimate Frisbee.
Ultimate Frisbee, commonly
referred to as just Ultimate, is a
game that has been in existence
for approximately 20 years. The
game is played with a frisbee
that weighs 165 grams.
Although frisbee is usually
played as a relaxing game, Dave
Latorra, a graduate student in
microbiology and the Frisbee
Club's president, feels that the
game of Ultimate can be very tiring. "When playing Ultimate we
run as much as those playing soccer, if not more," said Latorra.
Clemson has had a frisbee club
for about ten years. Most of the
club's members are involved
with the club's ultimate team,
although some of them belong,
not to play the game, but just to
throw the frisbee around.
The club meets every Tuesday
and Thursday to practice and
also meets on Sunday afternoons
behind Jervey Athletic Center at

5 p.m. to welcome new members,
practice Ultimate, and also play
frisbee golf, another popular
game. "We are always ready to
welcome new members and encourage people to come watch us
play," said Latorra.
The most popular competitive
frisbee games are frisbee golf,
maximum distance thrown, freestyle, and maximum time aloft.
Some tournaments offer prizes
for placing while some others
even offer cash purses.
Ultimate has been organized
on a national level under the
direction of Ultimate Players
Association. Any organization
can form an Ultimate team and
join the association.
The country is split up into
sub-sections, sections, and regions. "The winner of the
sectionals advances to the regionals," said Latorra. "The winner of the regionals then advances to the nationals which is
made up of about 17 teams.
"A team plays a total of twenty
to thirty games before it makes
the nationals," said Latorra. The
nationals this year will be held in
Washington, D.C. on Oct. 26-27.
Clemson's Ultimate team placed

third out of six teams in a sectional meet held in Athens, Ga.
on Sept. 26-27.
Ultimate is played with a total
of fourteen players, seven from
each side. The frisbee can only be
moved by passing because the
thrower is not allowed to take
any steps.
The purpose of the game is to
score goals and is usually played
to twenty-one. "The game usually
takes from an hour to an hour
and a half," said Latorra.
The game is played on a field
that is 40 yards wide and 120
yards long, including two 25 yard
end zones. It is played non-stop
until half time or unless one of the
three time outs per half is called.
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 19
and 20, Clemson is holding it's
8th Annual Joint Summit Ultimate Classic. It will be attended
by teams from USC, Huntsville,
Atlanta, Athens, Savannah, and
North Carolina.
"We expect approximately
eight to twelve teams to attend,"
said Latorra. The games will be
played behind Jervey Athletic
Center and there will be a party
afterwards. All are welcome to
come watch and join the party.

"The Tigers' Travel Friend"

TIGER RAGS

NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL

LIFESTYLE CLOTHING

300 College Avenue
Clemson, S.C. 29631

101A East Tiger Blvd.
Clemson, S.C. 29631

(803) 654-9500

654-3890

Check with us on the lowest airfares ever for students!
FLANNEL SHIRTS
Buy 2 and save $15.00

for

'25

FLEECE SWEATSHIRTS
and SWEATPANTS

35%

OFF
REG.
PRICE

MOVE YOUR TAIL
ON OVER TO
GOLDEN
CORRAL

Round trip from Greenville
to Boston
$160.00
to Washington, D.C.
$140.00
to Newark, N.J.
$100.00
to New York
$120.00
Travel available on Saturday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and before 1 p.m.
on Sunday. Call today for your fare home for fall break, Thanksgiving, Christmas, or any
special occasion. We represent all airlines worldwide including People's Express!
No airport in your hometown? Try Amtrak—they have wonderful discount fares.

Pfc'hPty Shoes©
Follow our footsteps
to great fell looks...
Women's fashion boots at
very special sale prices.

At Golden Corral,
we've got a great idea for
an easy, delicious tailgating meaL.Golden Roast
Chicken to go! A whole Chicken a la carte, lightly
seasoned and roasted to perfection in a rotisserie
oven. It's the perfect way to liven up your tailgating
party. Stop by Golden Corral this Saturday and see
what we mean! And good luck Clemson!

Now the best place in town for steaks is
the best place in town for chicken!

The soft luxurious feeling
of genuine suede...
Reg. $16.97
Save $4.97

$12

• Women's fall handbags..$6.00
• Women's opaque fashion knee-hi's...2 pairs for $1.50
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Family Steak House
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Injury mars netters performance
by David Brandes
assistant sports editor
There is an old saying that
goes, "You win some, you lose
some." The winner can usually
be easily identified by a large
smile and quick pace, while the
loser complains of opportunities
gone past. However, the Tiger
tennis team learned this past
weekend that victory is not always sweet, regardless of the score.
Seeded number one in the
Southern Colligiate Championships in Athens, Ga, and having
already advanced into the round
of 16, the Tigers' Jay Berger reinjured his right shoulder, forcing him to withdraw from the
tournament and possibly forcing
him out of action for the next
three months.
"Jay woke up the next morning [after advancing into the
round of 16 the day before] and
couldn't even move his arm,"
said assistant men's tennis coach
Andy Krass. "It's a re-occuring
problem . . . but we won't know
how serious until a specialist
looks at it."
Berger's injury marred what
head coach Chuck Kriese called a
solid performance by the whole
team. Berger was joined in the
round of 16 by Brian Page and
Kent Kinnear, while the tandem
of Page and Matt Frooman advanced to the doubles finals finally
losing to Tennessee's top duo of

Victories
continued from page 25
point can only dream of postseason play, the Tiger soccer
team seemed primed and ready
for a return engagement for the
national crown as coach Ibrahim's
squad put it to the No. 5
Gamecocks Sunday afternoon.
The 3-1 victory over USC virtually assured the Tigers of a
spot in the NCAA tournament
which cranks up next month.
I had to agree with coach
Ibrahim at the beginning of the
season, when commenting on his
Tigers' No. 1 ranking, he said the
Tigers' ranking was purely based
on last year's national championship. The loss of team leaders
Chuck Nash, Adubarie Otorubio,
and Charlie Morgan seemed like
too much talent to replace.
Little did I realize that such
good talent was waiting in the
wings to take over where those
others had left off. Gary Connor,
Eric Eichmann, and Bruce Murray
have promptly stepped in and led
this year's team to a 12-0-1
record and another shot at the
national championship.
Not so fast.
Whereas the Tiger athletic
machine got a drink of some
high-octane winning fuel this
past weekend, maybe I 'm getting
a little ahead of myself talking of
trips to Florida bowls and backto-back soccer championships.
After all, the Tiger football team
is clinging to a one-game winning
streak while the soccer team has
a tough path to follow to the national title game.
But isn't that what it's all
about, being a little crazy with
optimism about athletics. Call
me crazy, call me a fool, but as
for a trip to Florida in December,
"I need it bad!"

Shelby Cannon and David Coward the middle of challenge matches,"
"Our doubles has really been said Kriese. "Jay was undefeated
coming together," said Kriese. before he got hurt and Brian has
' 'Last year we were really strong, done really well. Kent Kinnear
but we've been getting help from has also been winning but we still
places we didn't expect."
have some matches left because
One unexpected surprise this everyone plays everyone to get a
fall season has been the play of more precise evaluations of the
Brian Page. Page has reached the team's order."
doubles finals of two tournaments
The Tigers' superseries schedthis fall, each with a different uled to take place last weekend at
partner, as well as capturing the the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center
consolation championship of the was cancelled due to scheduling
Clemson Fall Classic.
conflicts. The Tiger's will com"Brian has been our Ironman pete this weekend in another superthis fall," said Kriese. "He's been series hosted by the Furman
one of our hardest workers and Paladins in Greenville, S.C.
most consistent performers
The Tigers will be represented
throughout the season. He's by Matt Frooman, Jeff Laymen,
played 29 matches in the past Jerry Frantz, and Robert Phillips.
three weekends, even with a sore The Tigers will also send another
ankle, and has shown great inten- four-man team to compete in the
sity when he practices. He has Southwest Louisiana Invitational
one of the best returns of serves in a non-team format. Richard
in the game and is a contender Matuszewski, Kent Kinnear, Joe
for one of our top three Defoor, and John Sullivan will be
positions."
the Tigers' representatives.
Kent Kinnear is another Tiger
Richard Matuszewski will be
that Kriese cited for excellent making his first appearance since
play in Athens. "Kent had a good •defeating Steve Denton, formally
tournament and is really showing ranked in the top 10 in the world,
some confidence in his matches," after qualifying for the U.S. Open.
said Kriese. "Kent has really "We sat him out for a while after
played well this fall and I look for the U.S. Open mainly because he
him to continue to improve."
had played 20 straight months of
The Tigers have taken on a competitive tennis," said Kriese.
new look this fall with a number "Richard is one of the top players
of new faces making serious ever to come to Clemson because
challenges for the top spots. of his versatility. He is also one
"There has been a lot of mpve- of our hardest workers and was
ment this fall and we are still in last year's co-captain."

Scoreboard
Football
Oct. 12—Clemson 27, Virginia 23
Soccer
Oct. 10—Clemson 3, Southern Conn. 1
Oct. 13-Clemson 3, USC 1
Oct. 17-Clemon 6, USCS 2
Volleyball
Oct. 11-Clemson def. Stetson, 15-13, 15-13,
16-4
Clemson def. Cent. Florida, 15-13, 15-5,
15-13
Oct. 12—Clemson def. South Alabama, 15-10, 15-5,
12-15, 17-15
Fla. International def. Clemson, 15-3,15-4,
15-7
Upcoming Games
Football
Oct. 19—Clemson at Duke, 1:30 p.m.
Soccer
Oct. 20—Clemson at NC State
Volleyball
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

18—Virginia at Clemson, 8 p.m.
22—Clemson at Ga. Tech
23—USC at Clemson, 8 p.m.
25—NC State at Clemson, 8 p.m.

fefeter Blister
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Perfection. The Tigers came closer
to it this past Saturday than any other
week yet this season. While the football team continues to strive for it on
the football field, two Tiger staffers
have already attained it in the field of
predictions.

Robert Biggerstaff
sr. staff photographer
(50-20)
Clemson
Alabama
Arkansas
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
Boston College
Notre Dame
Dorman

Kim Norton
asst. news editor
(49-21)
Clemson
Alabama
Texas
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Notre Dame
Spartanburg

Jerry Greenhill
circulation manager
(49-21)
Clemson
Alabama
Arkansas
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
Boston College
Army
Spartanburg

Bryan Fortune
head photographer
(48-2|)
Clemson
Alabama
Arkansas
Auburn
Houston
Michigan
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Notre Dame
Spartanburg

Bob Ellis
editorial editor
(48-22)
Clemson
Alabama
Arkansas
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
Boston College
Notre Dame
Dorman

Hugh Gray
features editor
(47-23)
Clemson
Alabama
Texas
Auburn
SMU
Iowa
Oklahoma
Boston College
Army
Spartanburg

Foster Senn
editor in chief
(47-23)
Clemson
Alabama
Arkansas
Auburn
Houston
Michigan
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Notre Dame
Spartanburg

Bob Adams
managing editor
(47-23)
Clemson
Alabama
Arkansas
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
Boston College
Notre Dame
Spartanburg

David Brandes
asst. sports editor
(46-24)
Clemson
Alabama
Texas
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Notre Dame
Spartanburg

Matt Mlynarczyk
ad manager
(46-24)
Clemson
Tennessee
Texas
Auburn
SMU
Iowa
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Army
Spartanburg

Kathy Urban
business manager
(44-26)
Clemson
Alabama
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Notre Dame
Dorman

Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
(44-26)
Clemson
Alabama ,
Texas
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
Boston College
Army
Spartanburg

John Padgett
copy editor
(44-26)
Clemson
Tennessee
Arkansas
Ga. Tech
-SMU
Michigan
Miami, Fla.
West Virginia
Army
Spartanburg

Pam Sheppard
assoc. editor
(43-27)
Clemson
Tennessee
Arkansas
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Army
Spartanburg

Brent Bowlin
asst. business mgr.
(42-28)
Clemson
Alabama
Texas
Ga. Tech
SMU
Michigan
Miami, Fla.
Boston College
Notre Dame
Spartanburg

Tommy Trammell
sports editor
(41-29)
Clemson
Tennessee
Texas
Auburn
Houston
Michigan
Oklahoma
Boston College
Notre Dame
Spartanburg

Jill Devincens
asst. ad manager
(41-29)
Clemson
Tennessee
Arkansas
Auburn
SMU
Michigan
Oklahoma
West Virginia
Army
Spartanburg

Vineeta Ambasht
news editor
(40-30)
Clemson
Alabama
Texas
Auburn
SMU
Iowa
Oklahoma
Boston College
Notre Dame
Dorman

Billy Bob
guest picker

This Week's Games:

Clemson at Duke
Tennessee at Alabama
Texas at Arkansas
Auburn at Ga. Tech
SMU at Houston
Michigan at Iowa
Miami, Fla. at Oklahoma
West Virginia at Boston College
Army at Notre Dame
Dorman High at
Hugh (I want it, I need it, I deserve
Spartanburg High
it!) Gray and Jill (Who picked hers?)

The Tiger
Picks

Devincens both registered the only
two perfect scores this year going 10-0
for the week.
Despite these perfect records, Rob
(A place where we can be alone) Biggerstaff continues to hold down the
top spot with a 50-20 mark followed
by Kim (I pick my own games) Norton
and Jerry (My dad likes it) Greenhill
only one game back.
Holding down the fourth spot is
Bryan (Someone likes his legs) Fortune
and Bob (Where was Waddell?) Ellis
both at 48-22. Only a scant game back
is Foster (He looks good in pictures)
Senn, the wonderboy Hugh Gray, and
Bob (They need it more) Adams heralding a 47-23 record.
There are two deadlocked for the
coveted ninth spot. David (Apostrophes are my life) Brandes and Matt
(You want the ad free?) Mlynarczyk
boast a 46-24 mark and only four
games out of first place.
Slipping from the ninth to the 14th
spot is Pam (I like old men) Sheppard
with a 43-27 record. Holding down the
15th spot for the second week in a row is
Brent (Calling Ralph) Bowlin at 42-28.
Last week's guest picker. Interim
President Walter Cox, went 9-1 revealing that it is possible to run a University and pick football games too.
This week's guest picker is Billy
Bob, the night cashier at a local convenience store. Billy Bob attended D.W.
Daniel High School, likes boiled
peanuts, professional wrestling, and
Black Label Light.
Last Week's Results:
Clemson 27, Virginia 24
South Carolina 28, Duke 7
Auburn 59, Florida St. 27
Florida 17, Tennessee 10
Michigan 31, Michigan St. 0
Oklahoma 14, Texas 7
Penn State 19, Alabama 17
Arkansas 30, Texas Tech 7
LSU 49, Vanderbilt 7
S.C. State 14, Morgan St. 10
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Clempson
Tenasee
Arkansaw
Go Bo
SMU
Michigen
Oaklahomer
Moutain Momma
Rambo
Spartin Hi

